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ABSTRACT
Generating growth plans f.or power station dry ash dumps
having main and standby c~nveyor stacking systems is very
time consuming using manual analysis methods. This usually
prohibjts investigating sufficient options or the routine
evaluation of operating variations. Not achieving or
changing any of the multitude ot geometric, physical or
production design. assumptions over the 50 year conet ruct.Lcn
life, can result in the dump growth devi~ting significantly
from the original plan. Out of phase or too rapid long term
g:t:'owthsituations can ensue, with costly modifications
sometimes needed to return to acceptable growth plans or
provide additional capacity.
It wa ..postulated that a parametrically driven computer
model would facilitate rapid and cost effective dump growth
evaluation. This dissertation documents the development of
a prototype, spreadsheet-based, paxamet ri,cmodeling program
for automating the production of dry ash dump growth plans.
The system showed that sensitivity, optimisation and routine
evaluation exercises now bec ome practicable.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In 1985 Eskom, the major electricity producer in South
Africa, adopted the:newer, more environmentally friendly dry
ash disposal method for the first time at its new Tutuka
power station in preference to the traditional wet ash
disposal method which it had used for many decades at its
older power stations. Following this milestone move to the
new technology, all new Eskom power stations were
subsequently provided with dry ash disposal facilities.
Another four new dry ashing stations have since been
constructed over the last decade, namely Lethabo, Matimba,
Kendal and Majuba power stations, showing Eskom's commitment
t o the new technology.
As it takes almost a decade from concept to commissioning of
these large 3 600 to 4 000 megawatt p~wer stations, the
design and construction work for these new dry ash dumps had
to be done closely following one other. This allowed very
little time or opportunity for valuable construction
feedback to make subsequent designs more practical and less
sensitive to long term gro'tlthoperational problems.
Due to the size of these large power stations and the
commitment to utilize South Africa's low grade coal
reserves, rather than higher grade coal such as used
overseas, the dry ash dumps planned were of the largest in
the world. This posed some unique problems related to
siting and operation due to their large size, leaving
relatively little margin for error to fit the dumps on the
available sites in some instances.
Unless extremely fortunate in getting the design perfectly
right the first time, Eskom was embarking on a journey with
a steep learning curve at each facility and would have to
identify possible operational problems and work out
solutions along the way. If any of the multitude of
geometric, physical or prQduction design assumptions are not
achieved or when necessary changes to the systems are made,
the growth rates of the dumps could vary, sometimes
significantly from the original design plan, depending on
the sensitivity of the design to any particular parameter.
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Ideally, the effect of any change or design assumption not
achieved should routinely be assessed to determine whether
the impact on the growth rate is significant or not.
Unfortunately, due to the need to practically duplicate the
original amount of work in order to produce new growth plans
by manual calculation, these variations were usually not
properly evaluated. Instead, engineering judgment was more
often relied upon to decide whether the problem seemed
serious enough to warrant such a~ enormous investigation.
After about a decade of dry ash dump operational experience,
a number of situations were identified where three of the
five dry ash dump's growth rates appeared to have varied
significantly from the original growth plans. situations
were identified where either the entire dump was ahead of
the original growth plan, or the main and standby ashing
systems had gc'ne out of phase with each other, with the
standby system going ahead of its growth plan and the main
gystem lagging behind. As these appeared to be significant
variations, with concerns thac the dumps could either run
out of space or become inoperable before the end of the
power station's life, due to their dependence on one c::nother
for conveyor shifts, studies were initiated to assess the
gituations.
The evaluation of the three as-built dump growth situations,
all needed around the same time, proved to be a difficult
task due to the manual analysis methods used and the lack of
good growth performance records in the correct format. As-
built aerial or tacheometric surveys (See Figures 1.1 and
A1-A7) and coal burn records therefore had to be used to
back evaluate the average growths to date. This made it
difficult to identify the specific problems and causes, as
the same overall end result could be achieved by a variation
of any of a number of possible parameters, or even a
combination of small variations of many parameters.
It soon became clear however, that the difficulty of
evaluating the as~built growth situations was only part of
the problem. On attempting the next step of trying to find
optimum solutions for how best to get the dumps back onto
acceptable life-cycle growth plans and how to keep them on
track from that point onwards, or provide additional
capacity by mod. "_ying the dump layout, it was realif:ledthat
a mammoth task In.y c:ll-:: ''1.due to the number of variations to
be analysed with tr.. e.dsting manual methods.
with limited resources due to recent staff downscaling
exercises, it was clear that a computerised mcdeling
solution was necessary to aid the designers telmore easily
3
Figure 1.1 Kendal Ash bump aerial photo.
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durlicate the vast quantity of calculations necessary to
reproduce new dump growth plans fO)::all the options, within
a reasonable timescale. This would also allow sensitivity
anu Lys es and opt Irrd.aat.Lonstudies to one quickly and
cost effectively to arrive at optimum solutions.
1.1 Dry Ash Disposal Philosophy
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Dry ash disposal basically consists of dumping moistened
ash, to limit dustblow, directly onto the ground to form an
advancing ash stack, the top of which is then finally shaped
using earthmoving plant. The topsoil in front of the
advancing ash face iE stripped away prior to dumping and
placed on top of the ash dump, behind the working area, to
enable rehabilitation of the dump. This moving window type
operation chua advances from the one side of the site to the
other in a horizontal construction mode, rather than
vertically as done with a hydraulically placed wet al 1am.
The ash can be transported ~nd dumped using trucks, but due
to the high rate of ash production, being in the order of
400 to 600 tons per hour and suitable dump sites beir.q up to
five kilometers from the power station, a conveyor stacking
system is t)su2.llyrequired.
1.1.1 Conveyor Stacking Philosophy
With a conveyor stacking syatem, the ash is transported from
the power station to the dry ash dump using a series of
overland conveyors. From this point the ash is transferred
to an extendible conveyor On the dUmp, which in turn
transfers the ash to a shiftable conveyor at the working
face of the dump. The shiftable conveyor has a rail mounted
tripper car to enable the ash to be transferred to the ash
staC'king machine at any point along its length. The crawler
mount ad stacking machine and its tripper car moves up and
<1v."1the shiftable conveyor, to dump the ash to the side of
the conveyoz , i'litllin the stacking machine I s reach.
T\,loma:i.i'ltypes of stacking machines are used, a "stacker" or
a "spreader". The stacker has a link conveyor pivoted at
the tripper car and the stacker's crawler structure. The
link conveyor transfers the ash onto a slewable boom
conveyor, mounted on the crawler structure, which dumps the
ash in position. This iong boom conveyor of aroUlld 35m in
length, ca~ dump the ash over the crest of the advancing ash
platform in front of the belt onto the ground to form a
"frontstack", wh i ch is usually around 20 to 40 meters high.
As the link conveyor is pivoted, once the stacker reaches
the head end of the shiftable conveyor, it can move around
the head to behind the conveyor. Due to its large size, the
stacker can place a second layer of ash around 10 to 12
metE'rs high on top of the frontstack, to form a \\backstack",
which is an economical way of increasing the dump volume, as
the frontstack is usually limited in hp.ight by stability and
conveyor operating slope limitations during buildup phases.
The versatility of this machine makes it well suited to
const:r:ucting dry ash dumps, although it is a fairly
expe:'"l.sivemachine.
The cheaper spreader stacking machine, sometimes called a
"beltwagon" only has one conveyor mounted on the crawler
structure, which pivots in the middle. A fixed, link
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conveyor is then mounted on the tr~pper car, pointing
towards the front, which transfers the 2sh onto the
spreader's boom conveyor. There is no fixed pivot at this
point and the spreader's boom must thus be kept at a
constant angle to the link conveyor, to keep the transfer
chute in position to prevent ash spillages. The spreader
cannot therefore slew its boom during ashing and also cannot
form a backs tack due to the fixed link conveyor, which makes
it less versatile and more expensive with which to place
ash, requiring more dozing per cubic meter placed.
The ash stacking machine places the ash in a strip parallel
to the shiftable conveyor, to form the frontstack or
backstack, within the maximum stacking reach of the machine.
At the head and tail ends of the shiftable conveyor, the ash
is dozed to form sideslopes, do~~ to the natural ground,
where required. Once the available volume for the current
shiftable conveyor position has been filled, the shiftable
conveyor must be decommissioned and shifted forward closer
to the new advancing crest, within the minimum safe edge
distance stability requirements, to prevent the ash having
to be dozed unnecessarily. The conveyor shift duration is
around one to three weeks, dep~nding on the conveyor length
and shifting method used, or delays due to breakages being
encountered.
Two methods of shifting are used, "par:allel" and "radial"
shifting. In parallel shifting, the entire length of the
shiftable conveyor is shifted forwards a fixed distance,
usually called the "shift length" I which is limited by the
stacking machine's ashing reach and the minimum safe edge
distance back from the new crest. The head end of the
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extendible conveyor is then extended to the new tail
position of the shiftable conveyor.
Due to the mass of the stacking machine and its tripper car,
the conveyor ca~not simply be dragged forwards to its next
position. The conveyor must therefore be dragged forward on
its built-in skids with a bulldozer, into s-curves and the
stacker and tripper car driven through the s-curves to
progressively "walk" the shiftable conveyor system to its
next position. The electrical power supply and head and
tail anchors need to be moved forward to the next position
and the conveyor belts cannot run with these moving
operations. The entire ashing system must therefore be
decommissioned before the shift and recomm~.ssioned again
afterwards. The total outage time for such a shifting
operation is therefore fairly long, taking around two to
three weeks, at times being delayed by bad weather or
breakages, due to the physically stressing nature of the
process on the structures.
In radial shifting, onl:' the head end of the shiftable
conveyor is shifted forwards. The tail of the shiftable
conveyor and head of the extendible conveyor remain in
place, with the shiftable conveyor typically only having
slewed about two to three degrees. This is then referred to
as the "slew point".
S-curves are also required for radial shifting, however far
fewer are required as the slew angle is relatively small,
allowing the stacker and tripper to be placed quickly on the
new conveyor position at the tail end and the remaining belt
simply dragged into place. Furthermore, as only the head
end station needs to be shifted forward and no extension of
8
the extendible conveyor is needed, radial shifts take much
less time than parallel shifts.
Using a combd.uat.Lori of radial and parallel. shifting sectors,
almost any ash dump layout configuration is conceivable, to
suit topographic and existing infrastructure geometric
limitCl.tions.
1.1.2 Dump Siting Philosophy
The basic ash dispos~l design requirement is to provide a
disposal facility which is available to the power sLation on
a continuous basis over the entire service life of the
station. This could be achieved by either providing a
number of small new facilities over the station's life, or
by providing one big facility for the total station life,
this decision being mostly dictated by economics.
A dry ashing facility is more economical to construct as one
continuous dump as this lends itself to the continuous
advancing concept of shiftable conveyor staCking systems.
The initial capital cost for a large or small site would be
similar, due to the cost of the conveyor stacking equipment
being the major portion and the civil works being similar,
due to only needing to provide drainage for the first
portion of a big site, which would be extended as needed, as
the dump advances. In addition, if a new site was re~lired
later during the station's life, the C08t of migrating the
ash conveyors and stacking plant to the new site would not
only be costly due to the need to diSmantle and re~erect it,
but would require a duplication of some equipment due to the
9
1.1.3 Dump Design Philosophy
long construction time, in order to maintain acceptable
availability to a station )'10W on ft:ll load.
In order to meet the power station's ash disposal needs for
a 40 to 50 year operating life as a single dump however,
would require a typical dry ash dump to be around one to two
kilometers wide by three to four kilometers long and around
30 to 50 meters high. The availability of such a large s.ite
with acceptable topography for a dry ash dump can be a
problem however, with the need to sometimes do expensive
stream diversion capital works to allow ashing over valleys.
Normally, the most economical dry ash dump site is used to
provide for the life time ashing needs of the power station.
If the site becomes filled or becomes inoperable before the
end of the station's life, large, unnecessary, additional
costs would be incurred in t;he form of a layout modification
or relocation to another site to provide ongoing ashing
capability, negatively aff.~~::!tingthe long term viability of
the power station.
once a suitable site has been identified >.'hichwill
accommodate the total ashing needs, the layout configuration
of how the dump will be formed on that particular site,
using a conveyor ash stacking system, needs to be
determined.
The more versatile and more economic stacker type ash
stacking machine is usually chosen to build the main part of
the ash dump. Unfortunately, the conveyor stacking system
10
must be taken out of service for a few weeks for each
conveyor shift and also for planned maintenance and
breakdown periods of a few hours to a number of days, or
sometimes even weeks, during the ash deposition period. This
usually amounts to an average unavailability of around 15 to
30 per-cent of the time. As this would amount to a few
months a year, a second or standby system must be provided
for this relatively long unavailable time.
Although the conveyors are usually able to handle about
twice the normal ash rate to allow buffer storage recovery
from short term outage situations, with the high rates of
ash production from such large power stations it would be
very expensive to lay down the ash in temporary storage
facilities for this length of time and l:hen recover it to
return it to the main ashing system once it was back in
service.
In fact, the unavailability of the main system could be kept
to only a few percent, as is done with the coal delivery
system to the power station. This is however only achieved
by holding a large quantity of expensive spares in stock as
well as maintenance teams on constant call fOr immediate
repair of out.aqes, mostly on overtime. For maj or
breakdowns, longer than acceptable outages are abSorbed by
the fact that there is a buffer storage capability
automatically built into the coal system due to the need for
a blending yard, with stacker-reclaimer machines.
The ashing standby capability could be achieved by using a
stacker-reclaimer system, but as there is no need for a
blending process with the ash, this more expensive system is
not justified, as it would be better to place the ash with a
11
cheaper spreader type machine and not have to pick it up
again and replace it on the main system. The dry ashing
facility thus needs a similar capacity second conveyor
stacking system to provide the standby ashing capability.
The main and standby ashing systems therefore become
dependent on each other, each system providing the ashing
Gapability when the other is out of commission for p.~ifting,
maintep..ance and breakdowns. During any conveyor shift, if
the remaining system breaks down, a temporary dump and
recover emergency facility is usually provided as a backup
to ensure availability, allowing for about two weeks aShing.
As this occurs very seldom and the ash is always recovered
to the ash dump, this does not affect the growth rates.
12
If the design philosophy is adopted to utilise the expensive
main ash stacking system for close to its maximum expected
average lifetime availability with only a small factor of
safety, as is the case at Tutuka, Matirnba and Kendal power
stations {See Figure 1.2}, a much cheaper standby system can
be provided, as it only has to stack ash for about 15 to 30
percent of the time, standing idle for most of its life.
The main ashing system is therefore usually provided with
the much bigger and more versatile stacker machine, having a
higher ashing capacity per conveyor position, less frequent
shifting and less dozing per cubic meter placed, reSUlting
in a Lowe r unit ashing operating cost. The smaller capacity
standby ashing system is then usually provided with the
cheaper, less versatile spreader stacking machine, having a
higher unit ashing operating cost due to its shorter reach
and not being able to slew its boom, resulting in lower
ashing capacity per position and more dozing per cubic meter
placed.
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Figure 1_2 - Dry Ash Dump Layout configurations in Eskom.
c) Kendal Ash Dump Layout_
I
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As the continuous stream of ash from the power station is
placed by either one of the systems at a time, the rate of
advance of the one system is inversely proportional to the
other. Further, as the main system is to be used to its
maximum capability with only a very small factor of safety,
the main system becomes the critical system, controlling the
dump growth, with the standby system's growth dependent on
the main system's performance. The two systems are thus
dynamically linked, with any variation in the main system's
performance not only affecting the main system's growth rate
by either slowing it down or speeding i~ UPI but
simultaneously having the opposite effect on the standby
system's growth.
With this design philosophy, while it may be cheaper, the
long term growth rates are very critical, due to the
relatively small factor of safety allowed with this concept.
This implies an ongoing commitment from the ash dump
ma.nagement to keep the ash dump development on track, in
phase with the design program. If this is not done and the
systems growth rates kept constantly on track with the
design growth plan, using the very small factor of safety
allowed to recover from unplanned outages, t~~ systems could
easily go too far off the design growth plan and need major
r8medial action to bring them back into phase.
I
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It is not ne cesaa'ry to adopt this more sensitive operating
philosophy, as was done at Lethabo power station (See Figure
1.2), which has two equal stacking machines building
separate advancing faces of ne~rly e~lal volume, being
around a 50 : 5('tel60 40 volume split, depending on the
layout position. E.3.chstacker system is a.vailable for about
14
70 percent of the time, but is only utilized about 50 to 60
percent, allowing a 10 to 20 percent availability margin
able to absorb fairly substantial deviations from the
original design philosophy and performance parameters, by
simply increasing its utilisation above the designed volume
split, until it catches up. Th<fl ..gher margin for error
however has a much higher initial capital cost for the
second stacker system, although at a cheaper unit ashing
cost.
Once the main system design availability has been estimated,
say at 75 percent, as in Kendal's case, this is USed to
determine the required volumes for the main and standby
ashing systems, by splitting the total station lifetime
ashing volume requirement into this ratio, namely 75 percent
main to 25 percent standby volume, in this case. The
detailed geometric layout design is then done, to determine
the conveyor and dump layout configUration, required to
achieve this split. This determines tIle length of the main
and standby shiftable conveyors.
If the volume split is made equal to the utilization split,
both systems should theoretically take the same time to fill
their associated ash volume, resulting in the same shift
frequency. This aL'Lowa the main and standby conveyor shifts
to be conveniently staggered to occur in the middle of each
other's ashing period, allowing sufficient planning and
preparation time and preventing shift clashes.
The main and standby systems can be totally separate, but it
is usually more economical to keep them together to minimise
the open ash working areas and allow both systems to utilize
the same mtendible conveyor platform, which needs to be
15
1.1.4 Dump Operating Philosophy
formed by dozing, as the stacking machines cannot reach back
to this position. As a spreader cannot form a backs tack,
the usual design layout configuration for a stacker-spreader
type system is for the standby system to build a portion of
the frontstack, with the main system shiftable conveyor
"..,llowing shortly behind it but about twice as long to
enable it to build a fronts tack next to the standby system
while shifting on top of the spreader's and its own
frontstack platforms. The main system can then also form a
backs tack behind its conveyor, on top of both frontstack's,
to raise the entire dump width by this height, in order to
get the maximum dump volume for the area used.
Once the geometric design philosophy is determined, it must
be evaluated in deta.iJ.to determine the relationships of
position to volume for the chosen layout confi9uration, for
the growth plan.
As the main ashing system was usually dusigned to ash very
close to its maximum expected average lifetime availability,
the normal operating philosophy was simply to use the main
system whenever it was available. with the volume split
having been designed in line with this value, the two
systems should theo~etically stay together or in-phase with
one another, with the main system just behind the standby
system, over the entire dump construction life.
16
Because the a$iC,' .ed availability was a life-time average
value however, some short term variance in availability per
conveyor position would be likely due to the timing of major
maintenance or breakdowns, as and when they arise. Some
conveyor pos~tions would therefore have relatively little
planned ma Lnt.enance or breakdowns, with only the conveyor
shitt outage contributing to the unavailability, resulting
in a higher than average availability, being in the 90
pexcenz range at times. Other conveyor positions would
the, have a higher than average amount of planned
maintenance and breakdowns, resulting ill an availability as
low as 40 to 50 percent for that oonveyoz position.
Teething problems, like control system's sensitivity to
lightning strikes or age related failures, would be typical
frequent outage situations, causing a general drop in
availability sometimes spanning over a number of shifts,
until the problem is rectified. With only a small capacity
for speeding up the main system, this could t~ke a
considerable time to catch up again, if at all and such
situations should be quickly picked up and rectified, or the
dump could relatively quickly go significantly out of phase.
with the main syet.em shiftable conveyor kept close behind
the standby system shiftable conveyor, as with the stacker-
spreader type configuration, a problem can arise if the two
wit~: the less sansitive I,ethabo type configuration, this
short term variance poses little operating problem, as
either system can go ahead of the other if required, by
simply taking over the building of the common extendible
conveyor platform. The relatively high availability margin
for error easily allowing the laggin!:)'systiem utilization to
be increased and the two systems to be Lrought back Ir, line
again, to ensure that they retnain in ~ .iaae over the long
terrrl.
17
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system~ are not closely managed. While the main system
availability is higher than the designed average/ the main
system cannot be allowed to complete its ashing right up
behind the standby system and then simply be stopped to let
the standby system fill its platform and shift forwards/
even though the two systems would still effectively be
shifting forward at the designed average growth rate.
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The problem with this situation is that the standby system
would effectively become the main system for this period/
needing to ash continuously for a considerable period. The
main ~ystem would however not have any ashing capacity to
provide backup to the standby system/ as it would be blocked
by the standby system/ effectively having painted itself
into a corner. Any outages on the standby system would now
require expensive mobile plant handling of the ash/ either
by dozing further forwards on the main system or by lump and
recover on the emergency ashing facility.
When the main system starts to approach too close to the
standby system/ it shoUld be stopped from time to time/ to
allow the standby system to place some ash. This keeps the
ratio of ash placed in each system close to the required
volume split, keeping the two systems in phaae , but
requiring close management.
With the standby system always blocking the main system from
moving past it, the main system can never go ahead of its
growth plan and then fall back to in~phase during low
availability periods. A period of low main system
availability would therefore always cause the main system to
lag behind and tbe standby system to go ahead of its design
plan. The main syscem therefore always has to catch up
after low availability periods, while being limited to t~e
maximum design availability while it is in-phase, just
behind the standby system.
In praccice, the actual average main system conveyor
position over the life of the dump would thus not be just
behind the standby system, but rather half way between this
and the 3.verage distance it falls behind each time. This
means that the operating requirement to keep the main system
in-phase just behind the standby system would be an
impossible task, with it probably only being in that
position for a very small percentage of the time.
The solution to the above operating problem is to simply
operate the two systems two shifts apart on average and
define this as in-phase. The main shiftable conveyor
position will then vary from one to three shifts behind,
depending on the current m- ~,n system availability and which
system shifted last, the standby system shift opening up the
gap and the main system shift closing it. This would allow
the main system to be able to go ahead of its average in-
phase position to provide for subsequent low availability
times by catching up with the standby system at times and
then falling back to in-phase during low availability times.
ay sometimes being able to go ahead of the average position
and fall back and other times first falling back and then
catching up, the main system should then be able to maintain
this more realistic average in-phase situation. This step
of two shifts apart must however be allowed for at th~ end
of the dump, but would be a small percentage loss of
capacity in the overall scale of things, while allowing a
much more achievable operating requirement.
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Another operating problem is a shift clash situation which
can occur if the two systems need to be shifted at arou!l.d
the same time, regardless of how close to one another they
may be, This situation results when the two systems have
different aShing durations, due to the utilization split
being different to the designed volume split, causing the
shifting times to drift from the ideal of hali way during
each other's ashing period.
Ideally, this problem should be largely overcome at the
design stage by allocating the muin and standby systems the
correct volume split in line with the main system's average
availability, However, not achieving the designed average
main system availability, or even short term availability
variations will cause this clash to happen from time to
time, also requiring close management.
As the main system is already normally operating at its
maximum availability during ashing in order to maintain the
average designed availability, the usual solution to a shift
clash, especially if it is not recognised in SUfficient
time, is to stop the main system while it still has
sufficient ashing space for the next standby system shift
and allow the standby system to finish constructing its
frontstack platform and move forward.
This unplanned outage of the main system however, results in
a further drop in the average availability, causing
additional pressure to maintain the average availability
with the very small factor of safety allowed and this
situation needs to be managed proactively to enSure that it
doesn't happen too often. If the shif.t clash is as the
20
result of short term variations and the average utilization
is still equal to the volume split, the dump will now be
likely to have a shift clash every time, and a conscious
management effort will have to be made to get the two shifts
far enough apart from each other again.
Feedback from site showed that the operating shift clash
problem was actually a bigger problem than thought, with
respect to the out of phase growth. Due to a low risk
tolerance, the site operating personnel had adopted the
procedure of stopping the main system whenever the standby
system came within two to three weeks of its conveyor shift,
to allow the standby system ashing to be completed and the
conveyor moved forward while the main system was still
available.
This was done to prevent the relatively high cost of
emergency ashing in the event of a major main system outage
during this critical period, where the standby system would
then have insufficient capacity to cover the mi'l.insystem
outage, needing to shift forwards during this time. This
operating philosophy, not allowed for in the original design
assumptions, resulted in every standby system shift being
equivalent to a shift clash situation, with a significant
drop in the average main system availability, now being
taken out of service for about two to three weeks per shift
more than plawed.
The thinking in this case was flawed, as if the main system
was about to fail in the last two to three weeks of the
standby system's shift, then stopping the main system for
this time would not remOVe this potential failure situation
and the main system would then most probably have this
21
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breakdown in the middle of the standby system conveyor shift
when it was brought back into operation, requiring emergency
ashing in any case. The impact of such a change was to
simply caUse the main system to start lagging behind its
growth plan and the standby system to go ahead, requiring
additional pressure to catch up again, for no real saving.
The cause of this decision was probably attributable to a
single such incident, with the well-meaning solution to
limit future exposure to such costs having a much more fax:
reaching impact than intended.
The above situation is typical of the need for such
operating variations from the design assumptions to be
thoroughly evalUated before they are i~?lemented, or as soo~
as they become known, to determine their impact on the
growth plan and allow a decision to be made whether this
change is tolerable.
1.1.5 Dump Monitoring philosophy
It is essential to monitor the actual dump growth as
compared to the design growth plan. Failure to perform this
essential rout:'.nerequirement will not only allow
undesirable situations to arise, but will allow them to
propagate even further.
PreviOUsly, the actual ti~e-position information for each
syste~ waS simply required to be plotted onto the original
growth plan, with no easy means of evaluating the long
impact of these variations on :r\: remainder of the dUmp's
growth, in tenns of out of phase or total growth rates.
Only if the actual growth appeared significantly differert,
22
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or obviously diverging for a long time, was it considered
necessary to initiate an investigation and produce a new
growth plan.
Usually, when the dump growth is allowed to go out of phase
and the two conveyors drift too far apart, this would fairly
easily be noticed and could be rectified. If the simple
rule of trying to keep the conveyors together, or at least
within say two shifts is followed, out of phase monitod.ng
would net strictly be necessary. This shOUld however not
result in no monitoring of the actual growth, as there would
be no baseline data available for later back analysis.
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For an out of phase Qump trying to catch up, the conveyors
would not be together and a visual check would not be
~ossible, the only way to check the performance being to
compare it to the new approved growth plan. The overall
dump growth is also impossible to gauge by visual inspection
and must be compated against the original growth plan, to
ensure the dump will still satisfy its life time capacity
requirements.
The main purpose of monitoring is to ensure long term health
in termS of sustained availability of the ashing facility to
the power station, at minimum cost. Unfortunately,
monitoring is not critical to the availability of the ashing
facility in the sh~rt term, as the dump can continue to
operate even though it may be both out of phase and ahead of
its overall growth rate. This usually results in the
importan.ce of monitoring being forgotten, as operating
personnel focus on short term issues to optimise current
performance. Even though forgotten, long term issues seldom
go away on their own and usually get worse, needing constant
management input to keep the dump within manageable limits
in the long term.
The growth of a dump is sometimes very sensitive even to
seemingly small variations of a parameter in the long term,
due to the relatively long period over which a variation may
be extrapolated. The cumulative effect of variations should
be noted, as the total impact of a number of parameters all
being only a few percent out, could result in an
unacceptable overall impact. The long term knock-on effect
is also important to remember, as a problem of say lost
capacity, due to the dump geometry having b~en built too low
or too short for a while, will not normally be able to be
made up and while the dump can still operate acceptably now,
the overall life would have been shortened. This effect
also causes everything in the future to occur at a different
time, affecting life-cycle plans.
Thorough monitoring and recordinq of actual growth
performance on the design growth plan is therefore needed to
highlight and identify long term growth problem situations .
rhe old metrhod of graphically plotting these performance
graph lines will Ul1fortunately only give an indication of
whether the actual growth is close to the design curves and
not whether it is in fact within acceptable long term
limits. (See Figure 1.3) Even a relatively small difference
in slope between the two graph lines could end up in a large
difference when extrapolated say 40 years into the future.
The graphical technique previously used of plotting actual
growth on the design growth plan does not therefore allow
accurate enough extrapolation of current performance to
establish whether it would result in a long term problem.
24
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Figure 1.3 - Kendal Ash Dump
Growth Plan Showing Actual
Growth Monitoring.
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In some instances the actual growth performance was not even
compared to the original design, being only recorded and. not
verified or evaluated. This was probably the main reason
why some of the dumps' 7<ctual growth.s we: ·llowed to go so
far from the original growth plan before it became such an
obvious problem that it started to be noticed. Clearly, the
savings of not implementing a reasonable monitoring program
are insignificant compared to the cost of rectifying the
problems which can develop.
A good monitoring program should not only monitor the
overall growth performance, but should record and monitor
key performance indicators (KPI's) as well. The overall
growt~ monitoring would show up an overall growth problem,
but the KPI's would allow the reasons causing the problem to
be ascertained.
A chang~ in any ~ the ~arameters could already raiEe alarm,
allowing detailed investigation of that parameter before it
is allowed to impact the dump too much. KPI'S should be
compared against the design assumptions to check their
variance. This would immediately reflect an operating
change, or possibly even an incorrect design assumption.
Every time a significant variance is found, its impact on
the dump growth should be evaluated, to check the dump's
growth sensitivity to this range of variance and to
determine whether a modification will be required in the
long term or whether the parameter should be more closely
controlled.
Not having a means to quickly evaluate these variances,
often means that important issues go unaddressed. More
importantly, to simply request site operating staff to
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record information for the sake of recording it and never
seeing a use for it, leads to the recording of monitoring
data dropping in priority with time, with a degradation or
collapse of the monitoring system. It is therefore very
important for regular routine evaluation exercises to be
carried out and written performance feedback to be given to
the monito~ing personnel, to enable them to realise the
importance of their efforts, if the system is to survive.
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The main items requiring monitoring are the a~-built dump
geometry, overall and system ashing rates, the illsitu
average ash dump dry density and the shifting and ashing
times. An as-built tacheometric survey should be taken at
every main system shift and evaluated to check dump
geometry, level and slope tolerance, as well as determine
shift ash volumes placed for main and standby fronts tack and
main backs tack , Records of conveyor shiftir.g dates as well
as fronts tack and backs tack scart and end dates should be
kept. The actual tonnages of ash placed within these dates
per system and frontstack Rnd backstack should be recorded.
This will allow the as-built average ash dry density to be
back. analysed, from the volume and ash tonnages. The
information should be routinely evaluated and plotted on the
original growth plan and compiled into a report.
It is important to note that while as-built dump surveys
taken once per shift are valuable for growth monitoring
purposes, they do not. replace the stal1dard Quality ASsurance
system required of all construction wozks . These surveys
are t.aken after the fact and are more for long term growth
audi t chackd.nq purposes than for or.going approval of t~le
construct.on works. Construction mistakes picked up at this
stage often have to be lived with as the shiftable conveyor
would either have shifted ovar the area already or
insufficient time would be available to rectify the problem
before the conveyor needed to shift onto the area. It is
therefore imperative that regular, detailed construction
Quality Assurance is also carried out.
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1.2 The Dump Growth Plan
The dump growth plan information is required firstly during
the design phase to determine the feasibility of the dump
layout configuration and secondly to develop the life cycle
plan for the dump. Only when the design is accepted and
constructed, is it required for monitoring. The growth plan
indicates the overall dump growth, the main and standby
relatiw~ growth rates and when important points in the life
of the dump would be reached. Amongst others, this would
show when a change of shifting direction or method was
needed, to allow for timeous planning, training or conveyor
system modifications. It would show when new capital works
like pollution control dams or stream diversions were
required, or existing facilities like drains and roads need
to be extended, or when the dump would reach areas of higher
stability risk, to allow for planning, investigation,
monitoring and budgeting exercises.
The me~hod previously used for depicting the dump growth
plan was to use a graphical representation, usually plotted
as a registered "AD" size drawing, to allow for ease of
interpretation ~nd plotting of actual growth performance
overlaying the original plan, for monitoring. A four
quadrant "coaxial plot" tYfle gr:;tph,derived from the
tJ;"aditionalwet ash or mining tailings type "rate of rise"
growth plan, was used. (See Figure 1.4)
'l'ypically,the dry ash dump growth plan would use three of
the quadrants of the coaxial plot. Xn the first quadrant
(See Figure 1.4 top left) was an ath production graph,
showing the relationship between cumulative total power
station ash volume produced against time, as well as two
other curves depict ~nC] che ashing rates for the chosen
utilization split between the main and standby systems.
The volume axis would be common to the next graph in the
second quadrant (See Figure 1.4 top right), which depicteQ
the position versus volume relationship of the dump for the
asaur.ad layout configuration and geometry. This was given
as t\~Oseparate curves for the main and standby systems,
showing the cumulative ash volume up to any position on the
dump. The pvsition axis was usually some physical dimension
like extendible conveyor length for parallel shifting
systems or dump toe circumference from the start for radial
shifts. The conveyor shift position number was sometimes
also added.
The above two relationships of the rate of ash deposition
and the dump geometry are linked by the common volume
parameter, thus giving a relarionship between time and
position, for each system. This very important time-
position relationship is what is needed to evaluate the
feasibility of the dump configuration layout by checking
that the dump will not be filled before the station's
lifetime, or if the two system would go out of phase and the
dump becomes inoperable, witr the available site not peing
optimally used. This information would allow the designers
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Figure 1.4 - Tutuka Ash Dump
Growth Plan. Showing Graphical
Evaluation.
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to modify the dump design to arrive at a feasible design and
growth plan. Only once the design and growth are
acceptable, the detailed time-position information can be
ta~en off to prepare the life cycle plan.
The position versus time relationships for the two systems
were plotted as two graph lines in the third quadrant (See
Figure 1.4 bottom right) I using the existing common position
axis and a second time axis, to enable the time to reach any
posit~on of interest to more easily be read off the growth
plan. The fourth quadrant was usually not used, but could
show information li~e completed rehabilitation area versus
time if the position-area relationship was also determined.
The physical preparation of the growth plan drawing itself
was also a time consuming exercise, having to be generated
manually on a drawing board or CAD system from the analysis
information, for each option or variation. This seems very
unnecessary, as plotting of graphs from x-y data is such a
simple tas~ nowadays for a powerful computer such as used
for a CAD draughting wor~station.
1.2.1 Previous Modeling Techniques
The position-volume geometric relationship for the dry ash
dump ;nust first be created by fixing the ash conveyor layout
configuration and dump construction geometry for the main
and standby systems. The dump is split into the main and
standby ashing areas according to the assumed volume split,
which is assumed equal to the aver",ge main to standby
lifetime utilization.
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This is usually the siting phase of designing a new dry ash
dump facility, but could also be required for a problem
situation requiring a layout modification solution. This
would be dictated by many factors like the required total
ashing capacity, stability height limitations, available
land, mineral deposits, topography, conveyor stacking
systems, dump drainage, rivers or existing infrastructure or
other geometric llmitations.
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Once this overall geometric relationship exists, the
position-volume relationship needs to be determined for each
system. This was initially done manually by either
determining the plan area aud multiplying by the height if
the dump was a constant height above the ground, or by
taking cross sectjons and using average end areas to
determine the volumes. Tc simplify and save calculation
effort, when doing this rna.~ually, this information was
usue.lly not generated for each conveyor shift position, but
rather only a.t salient points in the dump layout and a
smooth curve fitted through the points, to portray the
continuous average relationship.
With the advent of powerful digital terrain modeling (DTM)
earthworks and road design packages in recent years, it
became possible to prepare a static model of a particular
ash dump geometry and then determine the volume of any az-sa
of interest between the dump model and the original terr2in.
This considerably reduced the calculation effort, as well as
increasing the accuracy of volume calculations. This was
still a fairly time consuming exercise, as the extra
computing power was usually used to split the dumps up into
mOre detail to give a more accurate position-\'~lume per
shift relationship.
I
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Although static, this position-volume modeling exercise was
essentially the geometric modeling part of determining the
dry ash dump growth. A second modeling exercise, much
simpler but just as essential I is the power station life
cycle ash production relationship.
The ash production information was usually determined from
the projected annual coal burn tonnages for the station,
which was then converted to ash tons using the ash
percentage in the coal and finally to volutne using the
average insitu ash dump densi' '. The main and suandby ash
deposition relationship curves were then determined by
splitting the total cumulative ash volume into the assumed
average main:standby utilization split.
1..2.2 Previous Evaluation Techniques
Once the ash production and dump geometric position-volume
relationship information had been determined I it was plotted
in the form of line graphs on their respective quadrants of
the coaxial growth plot. From this information, the desired
relationship between time and position was detiezmaned
graphically on the coaxial plot.
The key to this graphical anal71sis technique was to use the
same volume scale for both relationships on the common
volume axis. This r.ied the two relationships together,
linking time to position, allowing the use of this very
simple graphic technique, without the need for any
mathematical interpolation between the known points on the
graphs.
I
?t!fM~sJ
The graphical trechnd.que used (See arrows on Figure 1.4) was
to simply project lines from salient points for the main and
standby sys' Jms on the position axis, acxoss to inte:t:sect
the co:t::t:espondingposition-volume cu:t:vein the second
qUad F:t:omthis intersection point, a second line was
p:t:ojecte:dat 90 deg:t:eesth:t:ough the common volume axis to
inte:t:sect the co:t::t:espondingash deposition curve. The time
at which this pa:t:ticula:t:position would be :t:eached was then
determined by extending a third line at 90 degrees f:t:omthis
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point down to inte:t:sect the time axis. The time-position
relationship fo:t:each point was thus determined and plotted
on thf'
s i.mp Ly
'i quadrant g:t:aph, for each system. Again, by
,;ing a curve through these points, the continuous
ave:t:age time-position relationships were determined, for the
main and standby systems.
1.2.3 Limitations
The main limitation of the above method is the numbe:t:of
manhours needed to evaluate all the geomet:t:ic and ash
production relationships and the:t:eafter to manually generate
the coaxial plot growth plan, for any set of assumed
parameters. EVen with the use of powerful earthworks DTM
packages to do the dump geometric modeling and calculate the,
volumes, this still required a repeat of the work fo:r:a
change in the assumptions, due to the modeling still being
static.
"'h:ls time limitation was the main cause of usually not
€valuacing sllfficient options or variations of each option,
to enable not only optimization exercises to be done to
determine the most economic design, but also to allow tl:le
impact of varying any critical parameter to be evaluated, tc
determine the sensitivity of the particular design
configuration to the e=~ected variation of this parameter.
This feedback is required to evaluate the practicality of
the design, or highlight critical parameters needing close
monitoring and management.
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The static manual analysis method did not allow for any
immediate feedback during the design phase, to allow the
designer ~u see the impact of a change of any parameter
immediately, on either the dump'S geometric layout, or the
dump growth. This would allow not only the development of a
feel for the sensitivity of the input parameters, but would
also allow the designer to identify immediately if an
insufficient or inapprop:tiate value had been used. This
would also allow clash checking, to ensure that a feasible
model was being generated.
As the level of detail on the graphs was usually based on
salient points and average values, no detailed problems in
the configuration like the potential for frequent shift
clashes could be determined from the graphs. This would not
normally be a problem with a dump in phase, but in trying to
accelerate the main system to catch up an out of phase
situation would require the dump to operate with the
utilization split different to the volume split for an
extended time, exposing the operation to frequent shift
clash situations, which would need to be carefully managed
so as not to thwart the acceleration efforts.
1.3 Overall Aims of the Study
The intention of this study was to determine whether the
process of producing a dry ash dump growth plan could be
automated to provide the designer with a computerised design
tool to speed up the evaluation and production of dry ash
dump growth plans. Having such a tool would then allow the
dump siting, geometric layout configuration design,
operation, monitoring and modification needs to be more
quickly and cost effectively addressed.
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As this study was a pioneering effort in this relatively
small specialist field of dry ash dump constructionl due to
the limited number of such facilities worldwide, it was
decided that this first attempt should concentrate on
firstly identifying the necessary input parameters and user
requirements for such a system and secondly, the developing
of a prototype computer model to automatically convert this
infoLlnation into the final dump growth plans, in order to
verify the concepts.
The model would be tested by using it to evaluate one of the
existing practical out of phase dump situations, which would
promote furthe~ development as practical implementation
difficulties were encountered. The Kendal ash dump out of
phase situation was chosen due to the urgent need to
evaluate a layout configuration modification proposed by the
station personnel, to allow economic and budget decision
making.
CHAPTER 2
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The formulation of the problem came about as a result of
many years of frtlstration in having to apply tedious manual
analysis methods to evaluate the grQwth of dry ash dumps,
mostly with less time available than needed to do a
comprer..ensive job, while observing the rapid development of
powerful computer packages to solve many other routine
tasks.
The advent of powerful and affordable personal computers and
computer software packages, which not only removed the
drudgery of tasks like for example typing, but catapulted
this menial routine into the powerful, yet user friendly
areIla of word processing, stimulated the author to wonder if
such a custom designed computer package could not do the
same for the menial task of evaluating the growth of dry ash
dumps. Unfortunately, no such computer package was
available locally ~o do this specific task and an attempt
was made to evaluate other packages which could possibly
assist with solving this problem.
A number of powerful computer packages for designing and
evaluating earthworks and roads became available around this
time, which it was hoped would be able to assist with
speeding up this process, but it was soon found that while
they could achieve great productivity i~ the areas for which
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they had specifically been created, none of them w~s closely
enough related to the unique problem of evaluating the
growth of dry ash dumps to be of significant benefit. It
soon became clear that a custom modeling program would
probably have to be created in·house, as it would most
probably never be made available by the software houses
which developed the earthworks packages, due to the very
small market and the difficulty to recover the development
costs.
Such a package would obviously have great bt.lefit to Jskom,
but even if one of ~hese software houses were to be
appointed directly to develop such a package specifically
for Eskom, a user specification would need to be prepared,
needing some form of pilot project to define the input and
I.)UI...!:'utreq irements. Due to his experience with dry ash
dumps in Eskom. it was thus decided thd.t the author should
und~r.take this study as a research project, as a pilot
project to formulate the problem and user requir(ments and
develop a prototype modeling program. Based on the results
af this study, a decision could be made as to whether to
continue with in-house development for the final version, or
whether to rather dz'aw on the powerful '?rogramming resources
of a comme~cial software development house.
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2.1 Statement of Problem
Trd problem to be addressed is that current metl.~ds of
evaluating the growth of dry ash dumps having main and
standby conveyor stacking systems, are based on a static,
manual analysis process, requiring a large amount of work to
repeat the entire analysis tv determine th' new growth plan
for any new Set of design assumptions. This prohibits the
necesp,ary sensitivity, optimization and routine monitoring
evaluation exerr.ises which are needed to ensure the dry ash
dump growth plan is optimum over the entire life of the
power station.
2.2 Hypothesis
It was postulated that a parametrically driven computer
model of the growth of a dry ash dump could be developed
which would al.low a n';;'11grcwt:h p l.ai, to be automatically
pxoduoed from any set: of input ....~·ameters. 'I'hiswould then
facilitate rapid and cost effective sensitivity,
optimization and routine evaluation exercises.
2.3 Parametric Mu~,!ing Concept
It was surmised that the ('nncept of parametric modeling
would best lead to the solution of automating dry ash dump
growth plan evo:uation. The growth plan is essentially a
system of relationships, which link the input data
parameters to the output growth plans. The Changing of any
of the input data parameter.·s should thus lea.d a...xtomat Lcaj Ly
to a new qrowth plan.
ParametriL modeling, as opposed to sta.tic modeJ "ng, can be
compared to the difference j:')tweenarithmetic and algebra.
Instead of determining the result to an equation based on
static input values, the analysis is set up in the form of a
mathematical model based on input variabl.·~ or parameters.
All the 3ame relationships which would be used for ? static
manual evaluation of the input values, are instead used to
form a mathemC'.t:icalmodel of the overall relationship, from
input variables to final output.
The mathematical model can be seen as one big algebraic
formula which has already been checked and verified, with
the menial calculation process be~'g of no interest to the
user, only the input and output. when using a computer
prog:r:amto automatically perform the mathematical model's
calculations, the output results can be obtained almost
instantaneously upon entering t. = new input parameters,
allowing imm",Hate feedback.
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2.4 Literature Survey
Computer library searches were done using the following
keywurds; dry, ash, dump, conveyor, shift, shiftable,
stacker, stacking, spreader, growth, development, bulk,
materials, solids, handling, simulation and animation. No
refex:enc"s relating directly to dry ash dump growth, using
stacking. conveyor systems, could however b~ found.
It soon became clear that the dump growth problem is more
close'y related to the mechanical engineering bulk solids
handling disc.ipli11eas defined by industry, even though in
Eskom the dump layout configuration and growth is usually
done bi the civil engineering section. This is done because
during the siting stage, the ash dump geometry and growth
are more closely related to civil constraints associated
with layout, stability, drainage, pollution control,
bulldozing and aCcess requirements. The conveying and
stacking systems themselves are handled by the materials
handling section, with the necessary interfacing.
Computer Aidld Engineering (CAE), using simulation and
animation has been widely applied to materials handling
problems over the last few decJ.des, although the main focus
was on determinist~: and stochastic evaluation of
throughput, delays anu capacity of fixed systems and not
positional growth variations.
Zador(6) reviewed a number of computer prcgrams with respect
to their animation capability, as a tool for designing
materials handling systems. These included batch mode
simulation programs with post processing animation developed
many years ago, to brand new "on line" systems showing t!'E'
results during the simulation analysis. Simulation and
animation would be very useful tools for assisting the
designer to arrive at optimum dry ash dump layout
configurations, as well as to enable management to more
easily grasp the operational concepts and make decisions.
Another type of layout configuration application using such
simulation programs is the design of harbour facilities.
Ramos and Goodwin (7) also reviewed a number of similar
computer simulation programs in their article on harb,::,ur
simulation. They point out that these are merely easier
programming languages, specifically designed to make
simulation modeling simpler. The model, incorporating the
input data and linkage relationships, must still be
specifically dete~nined for each particular application and
the simulation could in fact be programmed using any general
purpose programming language. The advantage of using one of
the simulation programming languages is that they a:t:"eeasier
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to use and have powerful built in functions designed for
easily creating a simulation model, allC'll.vingthe designer to
build the model, instead of a prog't"ammer.
Zador(6) also stresses the benefit of the design engineer
being able to build the simulation model. He states that
"Often, process or product design improvements or
operational chAnges suggest themselves in the very activity
of building an animation model, or the associated simulation
model. II He points out that the engineer would neve~
discover these points if someone else was doing the
modeling.
Zador(B) highlights the va'tue of simulation as a necessary
engineering tool for planning and decision making of bulk
materials handlir •.: systems, especially as they become more
complex. The author had come to the same conclusion with
respect to dry ash dumps and this supports the need for such
a modeling system for the design and management of dry ash
dumps.
None of these simulation packages was available to the
author within Eskom and could not be reviewed at the time to
determine whether they could in fact be used to model the
growth of a dry a~h dump and produce the required growth
plan. A large part of the problem would still be to
identify the necessary modeling input variables and the
modeling relationships between them to generate the
geometric, ash production and gro\,lthmodels, t::>getherwith
the required outputs and their formats. It was therefore
decided that it would still be beneficial to develop a
dedicated spreadsheet based prototype model, as this would
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help to identify the required inputs, relationships, outputs
anu formats.
The above mentioned simulation modeling software packages
could be investigated in the next phase, to determine
whether they can be used to build a dry ash dump growth
model and produce the necessary growth plan, instead of
writing a custom pro!)'ram. The spreadshe"'t: prototype model
can then be used as a benchmark to evaluate the other
options.
Halvorsen (9) looks at the closely related problem of belt
conveyor design. Due to the complexity of the design
calculations and the need to repeat them a number of times
to arrive at optimum solutions, the cost of engineering
becomes a burden, resulting in mUltiple iterations rarely
being carried out when using manual analysis methods. In
his review of their in-house writteu Conveyor Design
program, he puts fort/larda modeling program operating
concept of using multiple windows for the input data and
outputs, quickly acceesible by pressing Special Function
Keys en the keyboard, which served to greatly improve the
time taken during the optimization phase.
This concept would also be extr8mely valuable for a dry ash
dump gl:owth evaluation pr.:)gram, due to it having a number of
input areas, with related numerical and graphical outputs,
which the designer needs to see to get visual feedback that
the input data has achieved the desired effect. The windows
based spre&dsheet program allows this to easily be achieved,
by resizing, moving and overlaying windows simply by using
the mouse. E!ach window can also be zoomed in or out or
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panned up or down as needed, without the need to program all
this powerful functionality.
The availability of the main ash stacking system is a very
important parameter in assessing che growth rates.
I..Ubrich(10) discusses the "Assessment of Equipment According
to the Degree of Availability and Utilization ...", f~
similar conveyor stacking and reclaiming equipment in open
pit mining systems. He stresseG the importance of using
non~arbitrary definitions for availability and utilization
of such systems, so that the information is unambiguous and
transferable. He advocates the need to use calendar time as
the basis, allowing time outages for various unavailability
factors.
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'I'hevalidity of this concept for the power station dry
ashing situation was questioned by the author. While it is
agreed that the availability of a system must always be time
based, the utilization of the two systems is related to the
rate at which each system fills its allocated ashing space.
As the ashing rate can vary as the number of units on load
varies, a theoretical worst case situation could arise where
every time the standby system is required, the station
happens to be running on full load, with the main system
having a lower average ashing rate, due to its longer ashing
time. This would result in the utilization time split not
being equal to the volume time split.
In order to investigate this situation, the author reviewed
the ash::ng syscem's time based operating logs of Tutuka's
ashing system to deterrr.inethe time based availability split
between the main and ntandby systems, for the period between
twc as-built surveys, taken three years apart. This was
then compared to the volume split, obtained by a Digital
Terrain Modeling (DTM) evaluation of the surveys. The
results showed that the two approachss returned almost
exactly the same main to standby split, suggesting that this
would be a highly unlikely event, especially over long
periods.
It is recognised that this situation could still occur,
particularly over short time periods, but this would then
only affect the short term growth within that particular
ashing position and not the average growth of that position.
As the growth of the dump is only required to be evaluated
on a position basis, with the conveyor position ashing
durations being fairly long, ranging from three to nine
months usuallY, the use of a time basis for availability and
utilization would be acceptable for the modeling purposes.
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The , 'y ash dump density is an important variable in
relating the conveyor position ashing volume to the ash
tonnage that would fill this volume, as the ash is dumped at
a tonnage rate. The dry density was assumed to be
1000kg/m3, for the Kendal dump design, as no Kendal ash was
yet available at that stage and it was assumed that the ash
should be similar to Lethabo's ash. Occasional insitu and
laboratory tests showed that the actual density was much
lower at around 850kg/m3, which was supported by estimating
the average insitu dry ash density by dividing the number of
ash tons placed between the dates of two as-built surveys,
by the volume between them. Bhana(l1.)carried out extensive
laboratory testing which confirmed this, meaning that the
design dump volume would now be 15 percent too small.
One of the requirements for such a dry ash dump layout
configuration modeling package would be the integration or
at least transferability of the final layout configuration
geometry into the Eskom ~tandard MICROSTATION CAD package.
Cowden (12) et al describes techniques for using Obj ect
Linklng and Embedding (OLE) and Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE)
techniques to enable porting of layout configuration output
data directly into the CAD pa~kage. This was however found
to very slow and impractical for the application. The
simple exporting of the ASCII data from t:hespreadsheet and
loading it into the CAD using a custom utility as a post
processing activity once the optimum layout configuration
had been determined, was found to be a more practical
approach for the prototype sy~tem. (See Figures Fl to F3)
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2.5 Specific Aims
The specific aims of this study were firstly to identify the
detailed operating user requirements of such a modeling
program and thn modeling concepts and mathematical
tn.chniques required for the various parts. The input
parameters ~nd the final outputs requirements, would be
identified.
Firstly, for the geometrical model, the input parameters and
the relationships between them, wh~ch are needed to generate
the configuration geometry of the main and standby systems
of a dry ash dump, to enable the position-volume
relationships to be determined, would be identified. The
program operating concepts and mathematical modeling
teclUliques, with an automatic plot of the layout to enable
feedback for input variable verification, would be
determined. The format for setting out of the geometric
model input parameters, as well as the position-volume
outputs, would also be determined.
Secondly, the input parameters, as well as the relationships
defining the ash production model would be determined. The
format for setting out of the ash production model input
parameters, as well as the time-volume outputs, would also
be determined.
Thirdly, a mathematical model called the growth plan model,
would be developed to emulate the graphical co-axial plot
evaluation technique of generating the time-position
relationships for the main and standby system~. The growth
plan model would use the geometric and ash production
model's outputs as its inputs. The final output of the
growth plan model would be the automatic production of the
dump growth plan plot. The input parameters necessary for
this model and their input and outpu.t formats would also be
determined.
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CHAP 'ER 3
DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM
The available computer hardware and software packages within
Eskom would of necessity largely dictate the mcst
appropriate development platform, with Eskom being both the
promoter and the main user of the final system. The
in.tention was to develop a dry ash dump growth evaluation
package, which could eventually be integrated into Eskom's
computer aided draught Lng system, to allow automatic
generation of both the layout configuration and the final
dump growth plans as registered drawings.
3.1 Hardware and Software Options
The hardware options considered were either a DOS based
personal computer or a Unix based graphics workstation, as
they would more easily ba able to support the necessary
graphical elements of the package. For this reason, the
mainframe computer was not considered at all.
The software options considered were:
o Stand alone FORTRAN based package .
• stand alone "e" based package.
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., Add-on "c" based Microstation Development Language (MDL)
package, within Eskom's standard Microstation CAD
draughting package.
.. Stand alone MicrC'soft visual Basic based package.
9 Lotus 123 Version 3.1 spreadsheet based package.
• Microsoft Excel Version 5 spreadsheet based package, using
Visual Basic fo~ Applications as a macro language.
3.2 Advantages and Limitations
The initially available PC was a 386 SX computer with a 14
inch monitor, which quickly proved to be not capable of
handling the enormous calculation task required within a
reasonable time. In addition, the relatively small monitor
did not lend itself to c.5.splaying sufficient data to allow
easy operation of the program. This problem was solved by
simply upg'rading the PC to a Pentium based machfrre , with a
17 inch monitor, due to the relatively low cost of computer
hardware in the last few years.
~he t'nix based graphics workstation was very powerful and
had the advantage of having dual 20 inch colour monitors,
used for CAD draughting, Which would be very useful to
display all the necessary input and output areas of the
package simultaneously, without the need to swap from one
win, .ow to the next. The system also had a more powerful
earthworks DTM package. The main disadvantage was that
there were indications that Eskom would be moving away from
these hardware platforms in the future, due to their 1':: ..5:h
maintenance cost and the fact that personal computers were
soon likely to become just as powerful, but at a fraction of
the purchase and operating cost. Another major disadvantage
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was that this platform could not run all the considered
software packages, like Visual Basic and Microsoft Excel.
The main advantage of the FORT~~ software development
platform was the author's considerable experience with this
language, but this was overshadowed by FORTRAN not being as
powerful as some of the newer "object oriented" languages,
_,_.:l well as not being a macro or add-ion ,.~I[elopmentlanguage
for the CAD or spreadsheet packages.
The stand alone "C" platform would be the most powerful for
a final version of the program, although it would have
required the author to start learning the language from
scratch and not offer much benefit for the prototype
development stage.
The MDL platform, being a "C" based language, would be
similar to the above, but with the added advantage of easier
integration with the CAD package in the end, for automatic
drawing generation. ,Again, this would be more of an
advantage for a final versioIl of the dump growth plan
package and not be ideal for the prototype development.
The stand alone Visual Basic platform also had the
disadvantage of having to be learnt by the author, but would
be eas~ to learn as it was similar to FORTRAN. The
language was also very powerful, as it was object oriented
and Windows based, although not as fast as "C". ,A
disadvantage was that it could not easily integrate with the
current version of the Microstation CAD package, although
the next Microstation version was reported to use Visual
Basic as its macro language. As this was not available at
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the time, it would possibly be more advantageous to the
development of the final version of the package.
The veLsion of the Lotus 123 spreadsheet package available
to the auchor 'VIasan older, DOS based version, and did not
have the functi0~ality needed for the development, although
it was used initi.111y to verify some of the principles used.
The graphing facility could however only display x··y graph
lines all using t4e same X-range, making it not capable of
being used to automatically draw the layout and growth
j?1.ans. As Eskom had recently adopted the Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet package as a company standard, it was not
considered to investigate a newer Windows based version of
the Lotus 123 package.
The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet based package had the
advantage of being very simple to upe as a development
platform, having powerful built-in fm:::tions and the
possibility of writing user defined functions and macros in
Visual Basic. The main feature that even made this platform
feasible in the first place, was the discovery that, unlike
any other spreadsheet package available at the time, the X-Y
graphing feature had the capability of being able to display
up to 255 individual graph lines, having unique X and Y
ranges! This feature was recognised by the author as being
able to display both the dump growth plan graphs
automatically, as well as the ash dump layout configurati~n
drawing, utilizing it as a parametric drawing tool, as the
graph is automatically u~dated whenever a change to the
spreadsheet is made. This would save a tremendous amount of
unnecessary work to create such a capability as compared to
any of the other platforms considered, with the effort
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rather being spent on development of the modeling concepts
and schniques fOl;this study.
3.3 Chosen Development Platfor~
'rhefinal hardware platform chosen for the prototype
development was .m obvious choice, with the new Pentium
based PC now being avaiJ.ableand the Unix based workstation
having a lim~ted future. The PC was also essential as only
it supported the chosen Microsoft Excel spreadsheet package
software development platform.
Essential hardware configuration used:
" pentium P60 processor. Anything slQwer was found to take
eXcessive processing time for iteration, although it would
still work and would still be much faster than manual
evaluation. (Fastest processor available is preferable)
IJ 16 Mb Ram. (Probably better to use 24-32 Mb)
• 17 inch colour monitor. (1024 x 768 resolution) A smaller
monitor is workable, but was found difficult to see enough
data at reasonable scales, requiring more manipUlation of
windows. (20 inch monitor would be preferable to see the
maximum information on the Screen at once)
• Windows graphics accelerator card. This can speed up the
processing time more effectively than a faster processor,
due to the heavy graphical processing in the windows
environment. (Fastest card available)
• l<'ourcolour A4 inkjet printer. (An A3 or even an AO would
be preferable, especially for the final version if the co-
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axial plotting format is used again for clearer portrayal
of the high density of information on the new growth plan)
Essential software configuration used:
• Microsoft Windows Version 3.1
• ~licrosoft Excel Version 5.0
S3
CHAPTER 4
DESIGN OF THE PROTOTYPE PROGRAM
The prototype dry ash dump growth plan automation program
was designed firstly to emulate the manual evaluation and
graphical methods previously used and secondly to improve on
these methods.
An attempt was made to base the evaluation on practical,
meaningful input parameters, aJ..lowingeasier monitoring
during operation. It was also attempted to provide the
designer with a user-friendly operating environment, which
would allow him to get immediate visual feedback as to the
impact of input data changes, to allow not only verification
of the input data, but also the development of a feel for
the relationships of the dry ash dump configuration. Lastly
i': '.,asattempted to redefine the format and information
presented on the dump growth plan, to enable easier and
better evaluation. of options.
This chapter describes the basic design concepts used in
developing the prototype model. For detailed operating
procedures and programming techniques of the prototype
modeling program, the reader is referred to the User Manual
(See Appendix G) and the Program Manual (See Appendix H)
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4.1 Modeling Concepts
The overriding concept behind this new approach to
evaluating the growth plans, is the move away from static
mar...ual evaluation methods, to a parametric modeling based
system. This produces a system where the output results are
a direct function of any set of input variables or
parameters, without the designer needing to get bogged down
ill a multitude of complex, burdensome calculations now
handled by the computer, which would merely distract him
from concentrating on the real problem of what is the growth
plan for a particular set of input parameters.
This is achieved by cr~ating a computer modeling environment
which allows the input data parameters and the output result
values and graphical representations thereof to be viewed
simultaneously on the computer ~0nitor. This creates the
visual feedback ~ .vironment, so vital for simplifying and
speeding up the process of arriving at optimum solutions.
The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet environment, being Windows-
based, allows this to be done very eas:i.1y,allowing the
designer to move, resize, zoom and overlay windows to see
the information pertinent to the stage and focus of the
analysis.
4. ;i.. 1 i.:'arametricInput Data
The input parameters are specifically defined for each
modeling section of the program, exactly defining the
desired model end result. They are usually entered in
specific input areas (using a green cell background on the
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spreaC.sheet ':("<'enote input values and turquoise for input
formulas (See Figure Bll), with ~he columns defining the
parameters and each row containing the data relating to a
specific convey)r position. Thi$ is basically in a database
format, although with direct access to view and manipulate
each individual parameter, allowing either a value or a
formula to be entered into any cell, in order to generate
the input data. This results in a very flexibl';,and
powerful modeling environment.
4.1.2 l?rog1:amParametric Models
The models used in the prototype program are the Geometric
Model, the Ash ProdUction Model and the Dump Growth Model.
The Geometric Model defines the dump geometry and layout
configuration producing the position-Volume relationships,
the Ash ProdUction Model defines the rate of ash production
by the power station and the Dump Growth M~del defines the
growth rates for the main and standby systems, producing the
final growth plan.
The Geometric Model and the Ash Production l'lodelare
independent models, with the Dump Growth Model being
dependent on both, relating the rate of ash production to
the rate of the main and standby system growth rates, using
the main system availability parameters per shift to
allocate the ash produced into each conveyor position ashing
area and thus determine ashing durations and shifting times.
The input data for both the Geometric Model and the Ash
Production Model must therefore be defined before the Dump
Growth Model can produce a growth plan, although once all
the models are defined, any parameter value in any of the
I
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of graphs or layout plots. The numer: result areas are
models may 0e changed, with the growth plan immediately
reflecting tJ s result.
4.1.3 Visual Feedback Outputs
The visual feedback outputs consist of both numerical result
areas usually adjacent to the data input areas for easier
cross referencing and graphical representations in the form
used to inspect the results to determine whether desired
numerical values have been achieved from the input data and
the graphical result areas are used. to give an overall
portrayal of the large amount of data, to verify that the
desired overall result has been achieved by the input data.
4.2 Dump Geometric Modeling
The dump Geometric Model is cornpl.ex from bot.h an input
variable definition as well as a modeling relationship point
of view. This is mainly due to the large number of input
variables and relationships required to define the geometry
on a shiftable conveyor position basis.
4.2.1 Geometric Model and ParameterS
The dump geometry and layout configuration is totally
defined by the conveyor starting positions and the geometric
and shifting dimensions for each shiftable conveyor position
of both the main and standby systems. This allows total
flexibility to mOVe the entire dump around or change its
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layout geometry by changing any parameter for any conveyor
position, at any time during the evaluation. This
immediately determines the effect not only on that
particular shift, but how this might affect the subsequent
shift positions.
The shiftable conveyor for each conveyor position is used as
a baseline for defining the ashing and shifting geometry,
defining the frontstack, backstack and sideslope ashing as
well as conveyor shifting and extending geometry relative to
the start (tail) and end (head) positions (See Figure 4.1) .
I SIDE SLOPE I
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..·..···1 CNEW FRONTSTACK I t·····..··• .. 1 L! ro.,
I
IEXTENDIBLECONVEYORr-/i
PLAN
I BACKsnCK I
I FRONTSTACK I
FRONT ELEVATION
Figure 4.1 ~ Typical conveyor and Asning Geometry per
position. (See Nomenclature)
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'1'hisallows a :t:elativemodeling relationship, with the
ashing geometry always being related to the conveyor
position and tying back to the previous ash~ng crest. The
ashing geometry can thus be determined as a function of how
the conveyor is shifted for any particulc shift, either
parallel or radial.
The main and standby systems are modeled totally independent
from one another, allowing total flexibility to allow the
designer to model almost any conceivable layout
configuration with the system. The increased flexibility
however implies that the designer must model the dump as he
intends to construct it, taking note not to allow the two
systems to ash in the same place, or leave gaps between
them. This kind of clash checking was not possible to
automate in the prototype spreadsheet model without
restricting the flexibility and it was decided that the
geometric layout plot was quite adequate to check whether
there was a clash situation by simple visual inspection,
changing the input parameters until the layout looks right.
4.2.2 Radial and Parallel Shifting
Radial and parallel shifting operations of the shiftable
conveyor are achieved by simply defining the distance the
head and end points of the shiftable conveyor must be
shifted forwardS, for each conveyor position. Using the
same shift distance for both ends results in a parallel
shift, while using a shift distance only at the head end and
zero at the tail end, automatically results in a radial
shift. The extendible conveyor is then extended by the
shift distance at the tail end. The fronts tack, backs tack
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and side slope ashing geomelry then being determined by the
stacking reach and edge parameters relative to the new
conveyor posd ti.cn head and tail points (See Figures 4.1 &
4.2) •
~ ECL(i+l) I
a) PAP~_LLEL SHIFTING
b) RADIAL SHIFTING
Figure 4.2 - Parallel and Radial Conveyor Shifting and
Frcntstack Ashing Geometry Modeling Concept.
(See Nomenclature)
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This results in a simple, yet extremely powerful modeling
concept, allowing the layout configuration to be determined
by simply defining areas of parallel and radial conveyor
shifting, with possible lengthening and shortening of the
shiftable conveyors, to steer the d~mp in the desired
direction to suit the local topography and other
constraints, while the model takes care of generating the
ashing geometry, relative to the shiftable conveyor
positions.
4.2.3 position-Volume Relationship
The shiftable conveyor positions information of the
Position-volume relationship, is obtained either from the
extendible conveyor extension length fcr parallel shifting
or by determining the slew angle (SLA) for radial shifting,
from the shift length input parameters. These are then
added to the previous conveyor's position to arrive at the
new shiftable conveyor position's base line angle (BLA) and
extendible conveyor length (EeL) (See Figures 4.2 and Bl).
The fronts tack and backs tack ashing volume for each conveyor
position is determined by calculating the x- and y-
coordinates for each vertex of the ashing plan area and
using a user functi _ to determine the ashing plan area from
the coordinates, indepenqent of the orientation of that
particular shift posit < ,~.. The ashing volume for each
conveyor position ;i , the prototype was determined by simply
multiplying the area by a constant height, as the Kenda.l ash
dump needing the most urgent attention was desi.gr, ed as a
constant height dump to achieve maximum volume wi~hin the
stability constraints.
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The geometric calculations are done in a calculation area of
the spreadsheet, wher~ the standby frontstack, main
frontstack and main backstack conveyor and ashing geometry
coordinates, lengths, angles and volumes are determined in a
calculation area for each position (See Figure B3). These
values are then returned to the numerical feedback and
Geometric Model output areas. All the shifta'le conveyor
positions and ashing capacities are then used to produce the
final position~Volume relationship.
4.2.4 Posi tion··Tonnage Relationship
When first attempting to model a real life practical ush
dump example, it.was attempted to model the actual dum:&-
growth over the previous one or two years, to verify that
the model was performing acceptably. Initially the
traditio".al position-Volume and Time-Volume relationship
approach was used, with the average ash dump dry density in
this approach used in the Ash production model to convert
the ash tonnages produced to volumes, to arrive at the Time-
Volume relationship.
It was found during the modeling however, that it was
impossible t.o get the model to return the same main and
standby conveyor shifting times as the actual growth
performance. It was then realised that the average density
for the 30m high fronts tack was much greater than for the
12m vackstack. The standby system only has a frontstack,
while tl1e main system is around 50 percent fronts tack and 50
percent backs tack, resulting in the average main system
density being much lower than the average standby system
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4 2.5 Geometric Model Visual Feedback
density. This results in a certain vo Lume of main system
being filled more quickly than the equivalent volume in the
standby system.
This lead to a very important devf.atLon from the traditional
approach in the new modeling system, namely to move away
from using volume per position to rather using an equivalent
tonnage capa-d cy. A position-Tonnage (Capacity) and Tirle-
Tonnage (Producedl relationship approach was then used for
the Geometric and Ash Productiun Models, with the Growth
Model then rather determining the dump growth by allocating
ash tons into each of the respective main and standby system
positions to determine the ashing durations.
It was decided to introduce separate input parameters for
the standby frontstack average density, main fronts tack
average density and main backs tack average density in the
Geometric Model to determine the position-ToIl!lage
relationship (See Figure B4). This allows the main and
standby systems to have different average frontstack
heights, with related average densities. Once this critical
change was made, the mOdel was easily able to model the
actual growth performance.
The Geometric Model visual feedback is given by numerical
result feedback, by position-Volume graphs and by two plan
drawings of the layout configuration geometry.
The numerical feedback is achieved by placing c~itical
geometric result information like conveyor position distance
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or angle next to the data input parameters in the Geometric
Model input ranges (See Figure Bl). This is assisted by
plotting the same information on graphs, to show the
relationship more rlearly.
The conveyor pos~~{on(number)-Volume graph and the conveyor
Position(number)-position(angle O~ length) graph (See Figure
B2) are very useful to pick up changes or discrepancies in
volumes and pOJition, by being able to simply inspect the
shape of the graphs. unexpected volume or position changes
would then prompt closer inspection of the relevant input
parameters for that particular conveyox position.
While the numerical feedback is important to check whether
particular angles or distances have been.achieved in
determining the layout configuration, the layout plots are
very valuable to check that the dump is in fact heading in
the right direction and the two systems are not clashing or
diverging (See Figures BS-B9) •
4.3 Ash production Modeling
The Ash Production Medel is the simplest of the three
models ..from both an input variable definition as well as a
rnodeling relationship point of view. the most difficult
a.spect of this model. is in determining realistic
information, so far into the future.
An expected ash production is usually determined using the
most likely ash production parameters, which would return
the most likely growth plan. An upper bound ashmake using
the worst case scenarios is then used to determine how much
contingency ashing capacity should be provided for. The use
of the expected values is best for design and ongoing
monitoring eva.Iuati.on to return the most likely impacts.
4.3.1 Ash Production Model & Parameters
The ash production is determined from meaningful key
performance indicators (KPI's) like number of units in
commission, availability and load factors, together with
station efficiency and coal quality parameters, to de cea'mi.rie
the tonnage of coal burnt over a period. The coal burnt is
then converted int:e ash tons using the ash percentage. As
mentioned in 4.2.4, the use of the traditional 'rime-Volume
relationship was changed to a Time-Tonnage ash production
relationship.
The ash p~oduction model is thus based on a simple, direct
formula and usually does not take much manipulation to
complete. The power of this approach is however that the
input parameters are not arbitrary, but rather related
directly to meaningful power station planning and
performance parameters, allowing both a bet~er appreciation
and understanding of the estimates, as well as directly
updatable parameters when these values are revised from time
to time.
4.3.2 Time~Tonnage Relationship
The Time-Tonnage relationship is produced in t.ileform of a
cumulative time versus cumulative tonnage relationship. The
vaLue s are usually determined on an annual basis for initial
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estimation purposes, as this is usually the scale of the
data available from life-of-mine plans. As mentioned
before, the forecasting of life-time ash production makes is
extremely difficult to get accurate, as it depends on many
unknown factors like the gro\··thof the economy.
A more accurate medium term prediction is usually done on a
five year plan moving window basis, allowing the constant
updating of at least this information and reviewing the
impact on the timing of new capital works or extensions for
the five year technical plan and annual budgeting
requirements. The timing of long term impacts on the liie-
cycle plan can also be determined within the accuracy of the
estimates to check critical aspects like land availability
due to mining, to ensure sound conceptual growth planning.
The current year is usually broken down into monthly
information, allowing seasonable variation to be modeled.
This is important if the short term growth is to be
evaluated to predict when the next conveyor shift is due.
In order to allow the inClusion of thi~ kind of valuable
information, the growth plan model needed to be designed to
handle ash production data having a varying time step
between values. This allows say monthly and yearly data in
the same table.
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4.3.3 Ash Proquction Visual Feedback
The ashmake visual feedback is in the form of nume ri.cal
results in the spreadsheet input/output area (See Figure
BJ.O)I much the same as the geometric model, with cumulative
Time-Tonnage graphs to plot- the coalburn and ashmake results
(See Figure Ell) .
The scenario function of Excel was found to be very useful
to model the expected and upper bound ashmake predictions in
the same spreadsheet. Either of the ashmake scenarios can
then be used by th~ dump growth model, by simply changing
the scenario reference. This allows easy switching between
the two scenarios for sensitivity analysis.
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4.4 Dump Growth Modeling
The dump Growth Model is very complex from a moc..::ling
relationship point of view, but relatively simple in terms
of input variables and their manipulation
4.4.1 Dump Growth Model and Parameters
The model only uses three basic input variables to define
the utilization and thus determine the individual conveyor
position ashing and shifting information. The main system
availability during ashing and the main system and standby
system conveyor shift durations are defined per conveyor
position, allowing anyone of them to be varied as required
for evaluating changes in main system availability or
increased shift outages due to say breakages or bad weather,
or resolving shift clashes.
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4.4.2 Time-Position Relationship
The Position-Tonnage and Time-Tonnage outputs of the
Geometric Model and Ash Production l'odel are imported
directly into the Dump Growth Model, for use in determining
the Time-Position relationships for the main and standby
systems.
The determination of the individual main and standby system
ashing durations is a fairly difficult task. This requires
the main system availability for that conveyor position and
the current ashing rate including any changes in the rate,
due to load or coal quality variation during this period, to
be taken into account.
Once this ashing duration is determined, it is added to the
ashing start time, together with the mai:. system shift time,
to arrive at the ashing start time for the next position.
These times are then used to determine t~,~ required Time-
position relationship for the main system. The main system
effectively receives the average power station ash
production rate times its availability durin~ the ashing
period and no ash during its conveyor shift period.
Although the two systems are dependent on one another fur
shifting and their growth rates are inversely related, the
main system is essentially the independent system in terms
of utilization, with the standby system being utilized for
tli-aremaining period which the main system is not available.
The standby system thus receives the difference between the
average station ashmake for that period and the main
system's aahmake , again taking into aocc.mt; any ashmake rate
changes during this period. This standby system ashmake is
then similarly used to determine the ashing duration for the
current standby conveyor position and this and the standby
system conveyor shift duration then used to determine the
standby Time-Eosition relationship. The standby system
effectively receives the average station ashing rate times
100 percent minus the main system's availability percentage
during ashing, during its ashing period and 100 percent of
the average station ashmake during the main system's
conveyor shift period.
This average ashing rate approach works acceptably, as we
are only interested in the shift growth performance on a
shift basis, assuming an average growth rate between these
points, the short term growth rates of the stacking machine
within its ashing period in a direction parallel to the
shiftable conveyor having no impact on the average growth of
the main or standby system as a whole, perpendicular to the
shif.table conveyor. This is why the main system frontstack
and backs tack tonnage capacities are lumped together in the
geometric model, to give only the total ashing time for the
combined main frontstack and backstack (See Figure B4) .
4 .4 .3 Dump Growth Visual Feedback
The visuRI feedback for the dump growth is both by numerical
result (See Figure B12) and by graphical representation on
the dump growth plan (See Figures B13 & B14). The numerical
results are valuable to read off the date for any position
to be reached. directly, or the overall average main system
utilization taking into account the impact of the conveyor
shift outage on the main system lvailability during ashing.
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This information can also be seen graphically on the growth
plan.
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The growt.h plan is the final outcome of not only the dump
growth model, but also both the geometric model and ash
production models, with their pertinent information being
plotted onto the same graph for evaluation purposes.
4.5 The New Dump Growth Plan
The new dump growth plan for the prototype modeling system
is not drawn on a coaxial plot, mainly due to the
spreadsheet graphing capability not being able to do this.
An attempt was made to place a number of individual graphs
adjacent to each other, but this was found to be
unsuccessful due to the difficulty in maintaining the same
axis scales in each graph, which is a basic assumption of a
coaxial plot.
This limitation was overcome by using two y-axis scales, the
left axis indicating tonnages and the right axis indicating
position in terms of both angle and distance, as well as the
main system availability parameters. The x-axis was used
for time, with both the Time-Tonnage ashmake graphs for the
total ashmake as well as for the main and standby systems,
to be plotted (See Figures B13 & B14) .
The position-Tonnage information was not plotted directly
onto this graph, as this is not important information for
interpreting the growth plan. The Time-Position data for
the radial slewing shiftable conveyor position angles and
extendible conveyor position lengths for parallel shifting
is now plotted. These graphs are usually the most important
ones being reviewed to check the relative growth rates of
the main and standby systems.
The main and standby system shift times are shown by markers
on the ash allocation graph for each system. In addition,
vertical lines are produced from the main shift start and
end points, extending down over the standby system ash
allocation curve. This allows shift clashes to more easily
be picked up. The shift position numbers are automatically
plotted onto the graph next to the conveyor shifting
information, for use in referencing the exact conveyor shift
position numbers when attempting to evaluate the system or
resolve particular shift clashes.
Extensive use of colour and different line styles was needed
in order to allow this high density of information on one
graph to be interpreted easily. Once a feel for the
information portrayed on such a graph is attained however, a
black and white version can quite easily be interpreted.
4.6 Testing and Development
The versatility of the prototype geometrical modeling system
was tested with various theoretical and existing dump layout
configurations, to verify that it could successfully model
typical radial and parallel shifting layout configurations
of the stacker~spreader type (See Appendix C). This could
easily be checked with the immediate visual feedback from
the automatic layout configuration plot during geometric
model data input, with the detailed dimension and volume
results being checked by manual calculation.
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The testing examples not only allowed the development of a
feel for the best sequence in populating the Geometric Model
input data fields, but also allowed further development of
various simple mathematical techniques for generating data.
The power of using the spreadsheet for generating the input
database was soon realised, as un li ke a dumb data file or
database of entries, the spreadsheet allows not only data,
but also formulas to be entered in any input data field.
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This allows the simple, yet powerful linking of each
successive parameter equal to the previous one by simply
copying this formula to all subsequent cells, allowing only
the first field to be altered, with automatic changing of
the rest. Changes in say shift length from a point, can
simply be entered as one value, overwriting the formula in
that cell, with all subsequent values now automatically
being equal to this new value. This approach allows the
rapid generation of the ash dump layout configuration for
the geometric model, as well as subsequent what-if or
sensitivity analysis, by showing the immediate overall
impact of a general design parameter change, like increasing
the conveyor length from a poil1t, with only needing to
change the first data value.
Another technique was developed for generating smoothly
transitioning data, which varied linearly between two known
points, by using a simple linear interpolation formUla and
copying it to all required cells. The inherent relative
address copying feature of the spreadsheet makes this task
very easy. This was found to be extremely useful for
generating the offset dimensions for the main system
frontstack inside crest, to achieve alignment of the inside
of the main system frontstack crest, with the outside crest
of the existing standby system, due to the slew points being
different. The outside crest of the standby system being a
circular curve, with a constant radius from its slew point
and the inside crest of the main system neecl~~ to follow
the same circular curve, therefore not being a cor.at ant;
distance from the main system's slew point.
The built-in goal-seeking function of Excel was also found
to be extremely useful for determining the shift length
needed of a fixed number of shifts, to enable a desired
shiftable conveyor base line angle or a particular
extendible conveyor length to be reached. This eliminates
the need for trial and error iteration, immensely speeding
up the model generation process.
4.7 Prototype program Limitations
The prototvpe had a number of limitations, mainly due to the
inefficien~y of programming such a powerful modeling system
direcl'y within the spreadsheet cells, with minimal use thus
far of more efficient Visual Basic macro processing. This
caused the main limitation of memory problems, as a typical
spreadsheet file was in the order of two megabytes in size
when trying to model a pra.ctical dump example like Kendal.
This limited the number of shitt positions that could be
modeled without the computer "hanging", resulting in a few
extrapolations of long term growth having to be made in some
instances. This was however done fairly easily, simply
extending the general gr(.l~:thtrends shown on the growth
plan.
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The memory limitation forced the deviation from the basic
input format requirement of keeping all input parameter data
in one input area in a database format, w~th the calculation
areas always referring to this information. The additional
link referen .~ became onerous to the spreadsheet and a
number of input variables had to be placed in the
calculation area. A few quick-fix modifications also had to
be placed only where needed instead of adding them as a
general ~apability, which is highly undesirable as they
aren't always noticed when using the spreadsheet for another
application, causing much time wastage to get rid of the
anomalies.
Not being able to produce the gro\oJthplan in the form of a
coaxial plot was a limitation as this would certainly be
more readable than using one graph. Unfortunately Excel re-
scales the graph plot area to suit the data, but possibly a
co-axial arrangement of graphs could be controlled using
Visual Basic, to improve readability of the growth plan.
The much more inefficient calculation of a spreadsheet, as
comp s•.~ed to a custom program, caused even the PSO Pentium
personal computer to start taking around 15 to 20 seconds to
recalcula~~ a new growth plan. This is still light years
faster than the original manual methods, however when trying
to vary input parameters on ar, ',terative basis to arrive at
optimum solutions, it became a bit frustrating to sit and
watch the computer crunching through the calculations,
sometimes causing the designer to lose concentration and
focus,
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It was found that the spre2dsheet automatic recalculation
feature of Excel should be switched off when changing a
number of variables as automatic recalculation after each
cell entry before completing all the desired changes was not
only a waste of time, but would return meaningless unwanted
intermediate answers.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The final version of the prototype parametric growth plan
modeling system turned out to be a very workable and user
:f:riendlymodeling environment despite being a prototype,
Which was also very pow~rful and certainly succeeded in
automating the process of evaluating the growth of dry ash
dumps. The syst.emwas able to be used in a production
environment to evaluate a number of different practical dry
ash dump growth problems on the Kendal ash dump.
The eva'uations done led to an informed decision being able
to be made by the power station management to not implement
a proposed conveyor modification which they had believed waS
needed to get the ash dump back to a healthy growth plan,
based on "gut-feel". This resulted in a net present value
saving of five million rand, not only proving its worth, but
paying for itself and saving the company a substantial
amount of money with its first implementation.
!5.1 Prac.tical Implementation Examples
The practical application of the prototype modeling system
to the out of phase growth problem existing on the Kendal
ash dump showed that such a tool could not only easily
evaluate the growth plan for anyone set of design
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assumptions, but could also allow the designer to perform
feasibilil..Y, optimisation and sensitivity studies very
quickly and cost effectivC!ly, allowing optimum solutions to
problems to be determined.
A number of different problems were evaluated by
Kreuiter(3,4,S) during the various phases of investigating the
Kendal ash dump out of phase growth problem, changing the
evaluation focus from feasibility, to what-if, to
optimisation, to economic and finally to sensitivity
analysis situations, each focusing on different i•rput; and
output areas of the model. This clearly illustrated the
immense value of the system to the owners of such a
facility, where the system was easily able to provide
answers to important questions, previously considered too
costly and time consuming to evaluate, with \\gut~feel"
decisions invariably being made which usually resulted in
further unforeseen proble;
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The feasibility analysis situation required evaluating if
the current layout configuration ~nd a proposed geometric
modification to the 8tandby system would have acceptable
long term growths, using the average main system
availability performance to date.
Two what~if analysis situations arose. The first required
evaluating if a geometric modification could be eliminated,
if the station were to increase the main system availability
to some higher v",lue, in order that the main system would
simply catch up with the standby system before the end of
the dump waS reaChed. The second required evaluating if a
standby conveyor extension could slow down the standby
system sufficiently, to achieve the same result as above.
~-~---------,
This was done with two different layout configurations at
the current main,system availability, extending the standby
conveyor at its current position and the shift back and
extend option. These evaluations could also be viewed as
optimisation exercises, as they not only evaluated the
impact, but also returned the optimum parameter values.
The economic analysis situation required evaluating which
option would be the most economical, for various feasible
layout and availability combinations.
Finally, the sensitivity analysis situation required
evaluating how the time for the main system to catch up with
the standby system could be reduced, as the main system
availability was further increased, for the finally accepted
option.
The projected power station ashmake for the remaining life
of the station was determined from projected power station
performance and coal quality factors. This was done once
and used for all evaluations, as the ash dump layout
configuration and operating availability would not influence
the projected ashmake.
5.1.1 Feasibility Analysis Evaluation
These evaluations simply required the Geometric Model of
their proposed layout configurations to be determined, using
the geometric modeling facility and then the growth plan for
each scenario to be produced by entering the average main
system availability to date into the Growth Plan Model. The
system automatically produced layout configuration and
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growth plan plots, which could easily be evaluated for
feasible growth by simply comparing the positions of the
main and standby systems to see if they reached the end of
the dump boundary together.
The current layout configuration was found to be not
feasible to continue operating without some form of
modification to allow it to provide a continunu~ ashing
facility to the power station for the remaining power
station life. (See Figures 01 & 02)
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The proposed shift-back and extension of the standby
conveyor by 300m modification was found to be feasible in
the long term, as the main system would catch up with the
standby system about half way through the parallel section.
(See Figures 03 & D4) This did not however satisfy the
station's requirement to catch up before the end of the
first radial shifting section of the dUmp, to limit the
exposure to dust blow from the large out of phase open
ashing areas. This prompted the what-if analysis, to
determine what length of standby system conveyor extension
would be required for the main system to catch up with the
standby system before this point.
5.1.2 What-if Analysis Evaluation
The what-if analyses were a little more work to evaluate, as
they required some iteration to arrive at the optimum
answers. This requj.red changing either the availability
parameter in the growth model or the standby shiftable
conveyor length parameter in the geometric model
iteratively, until a value was found which returned an
acceptable growth plan.
Changing the avaUability was a relatively easy task,
requiring only a single parameter to be changed, while using
exactly the same geometric model from the above current
layout configuration feasibility option. This showed that
if the main system availability during ashing could be
increased from the average to date value of 70 percent to 81
percent, the main system would catch up with the standby
system before the end of the dump, allowing the current
layout configuration to be continued with, without the need
for a layout modification. (See Figures D5 & D6)
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Changing the standby conveyor length however required the
changing of a number of other geometric parameters like
shortening the main system fronts tack length, due to the two
systems sharing the old main system's frontstack width. The
nUmber of standby system shifts to reach tile end of the
first radial section also had to be changed, together with
the remainder of parallel and radial shifts. This was
because the same conveyor shift length over the now longer
side crest perimeter, due to the longer radius, would now
take more Sh1. fts to slew radiallY through the Same total
anq Le , Although this was a lot more work than the
availability evaluation, it was still nothing compared to
trying to iterate by manual evaluation methods, a
practically insurmountable task.
The first of the layout configm"ation modifications WaS to
determine by what length the ;,t..i',l.ldbyshiftable conveyor
would,need to be extended at its current position, in order
to have an acceptable growth rate at the projected 70
percent main system availability (See Figures D7 & DB). It
was found that the conveyor would need to be extended by
310m, in order to reach the end of the dump together.
The second layout configuration modification was the
question raised in 5.1.1 above, to determine the standby
shiftable conveyor extension needed for the shift-back
option, in order that the two systems could catch up as soon
as possible (See Figures D9 & D10). This was found to be
460m instead of the statj.on's proposed 300m, or one and a
half times the length, showing how far out a "thumb suck"
decision can be. Knowing the now longer and therefore
higher cost of the modification needed to achieve their
objective of getting the two systems back into phase
immediately, allowed the station to compare the cost of
fixing the out of phase situation immediately, as compared
to the option of no modification and catching up by simply
improving the main system availability.
Due to now being able to see the impact of the main system
availability on the dump growth, and realising the value of
simply improving the main system availability from the
ra.ther low 70 percent to date average, the station operating
personnel set about improving efficiency and implementing
control systems to improve the main system availability,
This achieved amazing results, pushing the monthly
availability up to high in the 90 percent range almost
immediately.
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Obviously this was a.very short record and would most
certainly be lower on average over the long term, due to
conveyor shifts, breakdown and maintenance outages, but it
was felt that the minimum of B1 percent availabi1:Lty during'
~--------.----------
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ashing could easily be sustained, providing an. ongoing
commitment by management was obtained. It was thus decided
to Use 81 percent as a reasonable increased main system
availability for further evaluation, as this would eliminate
the need for a modification on the current system and any
higher availability would have a similar effect, only
allowing the main system to catch up sooner.
5.1.3 Economic Analysis Evaluation
From the technical report by Kreuiter(3l it was possible to
determine Which layout configuration and availability
options Were acceptable options. An economi c evaluation was
then done by Kreuiter(4l as the next phase of the project., in
order to determine the most cost effective option.
The five final options chosen for economic comparison were
the current layout configuration and 70 percent
availability, with a standby system conveyor modification
when it reached the end of the dump (See Pigures Dl1 & D12) ,
the option of extending the standby conveyor at its current
position from 990m to 1230m (See Figures D13 & D14) and the
standby conveyor shift-back and extend by 450m option (see
Figures D15 & D16), all at the average to date 70 percent
main system availability. The Einal two options were the
current layout configuration at 81 percent availability (See
Figures D17 & D18), requiring no conveyor modification and
finally a similar shift-back standby conveyor, but with only
a 300m conveyor extension due to using a main system
availability of 81 percent (See Figures D19 & D20) .
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The main focus of these evaluations, was to use the dump
growth plan to determine the positions of the main and
standby systems at various points in time, in order that the
timing for the new drainage, pollution control, topsoil
stripping and rehabilitation, stream diversion, land
pUrchase, coal sterilization and conveyor modifications
could be determined for use in the net present value
economic evaluation. (Two examples of such S-yearly Time-
position sequences from the economic analysis can be seen in
Figures El-EB.)
As economic costing was not part of the prototype system,
this still required a substantial amount of work by a number
of disciplines to evaluate the necessary works at the
different points in time and then to cost them. It was
therefore decided to do the economic evaluation on a five
yearly basis, grouping all works within that period at the
midpoint of eacL period. This Was done due to the
relatively short timescale available before a decision
needed to be taken by management, due to budgeting
constraints.
ObviouSly it would be more accurate to cost everything at
its actual time needed, but the limitation was again due to
the need for extensive manual evaluation methods in the
economic' evaluation and not the fault of the new growth
plan, as all this detailed information was now available.
Hopefully in the final version of the growth plan modeling
system, this costing and economic evaluation capability
could also be automated, again with tremendous time savings.
The economic evaluation showed that the option of no
conveyor layout configuration modification by having raised
5.l.4 sensitivity Analysis Evaluation
the main system availability during ashing to at least 8l
percent, was the most economical option and was in fact five
million rand more cost effective than the original "thutnb~
suck" proposal by the station.
The study was also able to show that this would be the most
flexible option, allowing the station operating personnel
the opportunity to try and sustain an average main system
availability of at least 8l percent during ashing. Failing
this, it would simply be a combination between the most
economic and the second most economic option, but ultimately
requiring a smaller modification, in line ·,dth the actual
availability they were able to achieve. This opcion was
also the best in terms of cash flow, not requiring an
expensive modification at the start and also allowed a
version of any of the other options to be in~lemented at any
stage in the future, if the situation changed and warranted
this.
The sensitivity analysis wa.s fairly easy to do using the
prototype system, as the geometric model for the chosen
option already existed and the variation of the time for the
main system to catch up with the standby system could simply
be evaluated by altering the main system availability during
ashing over a range, and reading off the time to catch up
from the gro·....th plairs ~See Figures D2l to D25) .
As can be seen on. these graphs, the main system actually
crosses over the standby system just after it catches up in
these cases. This could never happen practically and the
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need to resolve the growt;l plan beyond thi '"lint.
main system would need to be slowed down by reducing its
utilization. However, in this case only the information up
to the time to catch up was of interest and there was no
This information was then plotted on a graph and a curve
plotted through the points to derive a graph of the
continuous relationship between main system availability
during ashing to the time to cat~h u~ (See Figure D26) .
The Current to date improved main system availability during
ashing was determined from station records, being at 92
percent over the first year and was plotted on the graph, to
read off the projected time to catch up, if this could be
sustained. As the record becomes longer, a more reliable
long term main system availability can be determined,
allowing the station to reassess the time to catch up again
simply hum this ."aph.
5.2 Other l?ossible Applications
Besides the above problems the system was used for, it can
be used to evaluate the effect of changes to many other
input variables not varied here. It can be used to check
the effect of loss of V0~~me due to incorrect construction
levels. It can also be used to evaluate the impact on
overall main system availability, dUt! to a longer shift
length being used, requiring less frequent shifting, either
by using a longer stacking machine, by doing additional
bulldozing or by allowing the stacking machine and shiftable
conveyor closer to the frontstack edge, by tolerating higher
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risks in exchange for a higher level of stability
monitoring.
The impact of long term major stacking system outages to
replace major stacking system working parts, say once every
ten years, can be evaluated to check the impact of one very
low main system position availability and the time needed to
catch up again. The best time to do this maintenance work
can thus be determined, movinq it away from critical times.
The impact of out of phase growth en the stripping and
replacing of topsoil for rehabilitation of the backs tack can
be evaluatec, to determine whether stockpiling will be
necessary. This information is vital to update the topsoil
management plan, to ensure that val.uable tc;?soil resources
are not lo~t by covering them with ash, causing a problem at
the end of the dump life when the main system backs tack
eventually catches up.
The system will be an invaluable aid for the siting and
design of new dry ashing facilities, to be able to not only
evaluate a number of possible sites, but in fact to be able
to determine the optimum layout configuration on each site
before doing economic comparisons. Feedback to the
materials handling section can be given as to what the
optimum stacking machine configuration wou Ld be for a
particular site, allowing a more customized stacking machine
design, instead of taking off-the-shelf uesi~.s and trying
to build the most economical dump with such a machine, as
was done in the past.
The system can be used as a teaching aid, to allow a
designer to develop a feel for the dynamics of dry ash dump
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growth relationships. The pxact.LcalLt.y of new design
concepts can be evaluated by being able to ":build" the dump
in a simulation environment. Too frequent conveyor shifting
or sensitivity to go out of phase can be evaluated and
~ayout configUration changes made to make the design more
pracdcal.
The ash production model, which wus not varied at all for
the above practical evaluations, could be varied by altering
the KPI's of the power station, based on various load growth
and life of mine quality plans, to determine the impact on
both out of phase growth and too rapid growth, ultimqcely
affecting the capacity.
One of the interesting observations from varying tae ashing
rate is that this actually impacts the average main system
availability. This is not obvious, and was picked up
because the new growth plan plots both the main system
availability during ashing as well as the overall main
system availability including bhifting. The average main
system availability is reduced with an increase in ~shing
rate. This is because the conveyor shifting time is the
same, while the ashing duration will reduce, making the
impact of the same shifting outage a larger percentage.
This is important to evaluate, when the station has !Jeen
running on less than full load for its early life and will
grow tv~ards its full capacity with time. Availabilities
recorded in the early life could be difficult to sustain
when full load is reached, especially ,..,ithprobable higher
incidence of brpakdowns due to age-related failures, both
placing additional pressure on the usually low factor of
safeties adopted for main system growth.
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A very important Use is for routine evaluation of
operational variations to design assumptions. The actual
values for these variables Can be substituted for design
assumptions and extrapolated to the end of the station life,
to determ~ne their impact and whether additional controlling
of tha.t particular parameter is necessary, or whether it can
be tolerated in the dump growth.
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The number of individual variables thav can be focused on to
determine the impact on the dump growth is not only large,
cut when combinations of them are eValt1.atedtogether, an
almost endless number of combinations is possible. At the
Matimba ash dump, the overall dump growth was seen to be
ahead of the growth plan, but no obvious reason for it could
be found, with all variables inv.stigated seemingly close
enough to the design assumptions. An investigation revealed
that a number of variables were each only a few percent
above or below their design assumptions, however each one
caused a slight increase in growth rate, combinillg to make
the overall impact sig~ificant. Regular monitoring and
evaluation would not only assist in identifying the
variations, but could also enable the station to determine
Whether nny set of variations was tolerable, if say the one
variation was offsetting the other.
5.3 Improvements Requ:!.red
Alth01..lghit was initially intended that this prototype ",!ould
only be developed to assist in identifying the nece$sary
modeling concepts, input variables, output variables and
plots, along with the~r formats, the spreadsheet prototype
turned out to be a very powerful tool. It will probably
take a While for a final version to be produced, with the
prototype still able to provide a very good service in the
meantime. It does however have many limitations and
especially the geometric modeling capability would need to
be modified, if say it was needed to evaluate a two~stacker
system like Lethabo, having two backstacks.
The memory limitations would probably make this difficult,
but the existing complex four-cycle radial backstack
modeling capability could probably be done away with and an
average backs tack volume used, as the impact would be small
due to this being the small end of the triangle. As there
are so many areas of uncertainty in future extrapolation
over 4 to 5 decades, this level of detail is not warran~ed
for long term growth evaluations and the average volumes
would res\:lt in the same overall average growth rates in the
long te~1m. Most of the dumps are in any case now moving to
a more efficient two-cycle ashing procedure, simplifying the
backs tack geometry.
This level of deta.il is probably only warranted for the
current shift positions to allow the estimated shifting time
to be determined more accurately. This would then ho~ever
also need a much higher level of both short term ashing
rates to be entered as well as main system actual
availability. Reduc:i.ngthe level of complexity in the
modeling relationships where not warranted, could possibly
alloW more shifts to be modeled without running into memory
problems.
A valuable impr~vement would be the ability to key in the
number of main and standby shift positions and have a Visual
Basic macro set up the calculation areas and links to the
output layout plots. Possibly this entire area of geometric
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modeling processing to determine the plotting coordinates
and position ashing volumes could be written as a Visual
Ba.sic macro, not only allowing the above, but probably
speeding up the calculations by using arrays instead of the
spreadsheet cell calculations.
A Visual Basic macro utility could be written to
automatically write the dump geometric modeling output
coordinates to an ASCII file in the correct format for easy
importing into the Microstation CAD system. This is still a
very useful activity, allowing layout drawings to be
compiled.
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If & capability to generate the dump top surface levels
using a forward slope and the shift distance was added, then
a three dimensional surface could be exported to the CAD
system, allowing contours, cross sections and slope analysis
of the dump model to be evaluated using the powerful t.ools
developed for earthworks modeling. The benefit would not
only be speed, but accuracy due to not having to redo the
dump model in the CAD environment in order to produce the
neceasec-y layout construction drawings.
A digital terrain modeling approach CQuld be developed for
the ground surface using a grid of points exported from the
earthworks modeling package. This would allow easy
interpolation of the ground levels below any po:int. If say
three points were '0 be used along the frontstdck r.:.;est,the
actual frontsta.ck heights could automatica: ly b,,"-ietermined,
allowing a non-constant height frcntstack to be modeled.
The importing of contour lines ~nd boundaries in ASCII
format could allow these to be plotted on the layout
configuration plot to facilitate positioning of the dump
during siting exercises.
A capability to automatically produce time-position layouts
(See Figures El-E8) would be extremely valuable. Again,
this could probably be written as a Visual Basic macro to
draw the position of the standby and main systems onto the
geometric modeling layout plot, for any time re~lested. All
the necessary information for this already exists in the
model, having been extracted manually from the growth plans
for the economic evaluations.
An animation facility could possibly be developed using
Visual Basic, to allow a time step to be entered, whereupon
the system would use the Time-Position information of the
main and standby systems for these points in the dump life
and display them in a se~ential animation, by drawing and
then erasing the conveyor and fronts tack crest lines at
positions corresponding to the time steps. This would allow
a better visualisation and understanding of the dump growth
to be attained, for the designers, ash dump operators and
management.
A net present value costing model could be developed in the
system, allowing the cost of conveyor shifting, extending
and stacker and spreader utilization to be evaluated for
various layout configurations. A capability to allow
additional bulldozing of ash beyond the atacking machine's
reach to increase tha position ashing capacity and reduce
shifting fre~ency, could then also be built into the
costi ::f m?del, as this would always be an economical offset
of spending more money on bulldozing to effect savings in
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conveyor shifting, with the optimum configurations to be
determined.
The dumps were all originally designed with the concept of
the new frontstack advancing crest to be constructed
parallel to the current shiftable conveyor position. This
is because the ash stacking machines basically operate in
this way by traveling parallel to the shiftable conveY0r and
placing the final £rontstack crest to their maximum reach,
parallel to the existing shiftable conveyor.
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In radial shifting howevez-, it was found more recently by
feedback fr:om site mobile plant operating costs, that it is
actually cheaper to build the new fr''''ntstackcrest parallel
to the next conveyor position. This me thor: saves 011 dozing,
"hile still providing the minimum safe edf:1e distance between
the new conveyor position and the new crest, although
reqlliring mQre survey control to ensure the minimum safe
edge dista.L:-::eis maintained. An option to toggle between
these types of dump construction should be developed, to
allow flexibility to model both and allow economic
comparisons.
An actual date scale could be plotted on the new growth plan
on the second x-axis to allow not only the time from the
start for any event to be read off the first x-axis, but the
actual year as well. This would simply require plotting at
least one of the graphs with this x-range, on the second x~
axis.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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In thj,s dissertation the development of a prototype
parametric modeling computer prograM, for automating the
evaluation of growth plans for power station ry ash dumps
constructed using main and standby stacking systems, was
presented. The prototype was developed using a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet with Visual Basic uSer functions, on an
IBM compatible P60 microprocessor personal computer.
The prototype was developed to facilitate the identification
Of the necessary modeling concepts, input variables,
relationships, outputs and their formats, together with the
desired user requirements and operating environments, to
enable them to be more easily and thoroughly determined.
This was se~n as a first and necessary step to prepare the
way for a more powerful and user friendly final version of
such a system to be developed, based on the lessons learnt
from this project.
6.1 Conclusions
The prototype COmputer modeling system developed on the
spreadsheet pl..:tformto automate dry ash dump growth pl.an
evaluation, showed that the previous manual and graphical
based eva:.uation techniques could not only successfully be
position growth relatio"
parameter, to the new a'
) using the common volume
.ch of using the position-
computerised, but improved upon, resulting in a relatively
fast, powerful and workable design and evaluation tool. It
also showed that the parame ~ic modeling concept, with
automatic visual feedback in the form of numerical and
graphical outputs next rj the input parameters, created a
very flexible and int~- e environment in which the
designer Can operate, alluwing a very rapid process of
homing-in to the desired solution.
The deviation from using the traditional position-Volume and
Time-Volume modeling relationships to derive the Time-
Tonnage (Capacity) and T~me-Tonnage(Produced) relationships
to derive the Time-Pcsition growth relationship using th~
common tonnage parameter, proved to be a major improveme, ~
on the original method. This allowed the more detailed
modeling of the dump growth per shift to be achieved,
resulting in good con'elation '\1ithactual gro\'lthmain and
standby conveyor shifting times.
Practical implementation of the prototype to evaluate real
problems on a dry ash dump, showed that such a tool could
not unly easily evaluate the growth plan for anyone set of
design assumptions, but could also a.l.Lowthe designer to
perform feasibility, what~if, optimisation and sensitivity
studies very quickly and cost effectively, allowing optimum
solutions to problems to be determined and ongoing
evaluation of construction variations to timeously and cost
effectively be achieved.
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Following this study, the next phase of producing a final
version of the dry ash dump growth plan evaluation computer
modeling system should be 'JUdertaken. The prototype should
be used as a basis to not only identify the necessary input
data, modeling, output, formats and operating requirements,
but the limitations and additional features identified
during the process should be addressed and incorporated into
the final system.
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The development platform for the final system should be
carefully chosen, to allow good integration with the growth
plan and construction drawing output requirements. The
option of an add~on package to the Microstation CAD package
would pro0ably give the best integration with existing
drawings and plotting, plus allow all the DTM evaluation
capabilities of the earthworks package to be harnessed.
In the interim period until such a final version of the
system can be produced, the prototype should be improved
slightly by eliminating all the short cut development fixes
which were made due to time and memory limitations during
the practical implementation phase to make it more user
friendly. The prototype system can then be used to address
other practical problems in the meantime, until a final
version can be produced. Depending on the time required ~o
produce the final version, it may be worth while adding some
of the new j:eatures identified r, the prototype, which would
not only improve the capability of the prototype, but allow
further identification of user requirements, modeliug
techniques and practical problems to assist with development
of the final version.
---~.--~--------~-----
APPENDIX A AS-BUILT ASH DUMP SURVEYS
(Showing as-built layout and dump growth.)
iKENOAL IJUL Y
j
Figure A1 - Kendal Ash Dump - As-Built Survey July 1991.
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Figure A2 - Kendal Ash Dump - As~Built Survey October 1992.
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Figure ]\.3 Kendal Ash Dump - As-Built Survey November 1993.
---~
Flgure A4 - Kendal Ash Dump - As-Built Survey March 1994.
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KENDAt.!MAR 19'35
Figure AS - Kendal Ash Dump - As-Built Survey March 1995.
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KENDAL NOV 1996
Figure A6 - Kendal Ash Dump - As-Built Survey November 1996.
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iKENDAL JUNE 1997
Figure A7 - Kendal Ash Dump - As-Built Survey June 1997.
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~PPENDIX B SPREADSHEET DESCRIPTION PRINTOUTS
The figures in this appendix are given to show the format
and data types of the various input, ~alculation and output
areas of the prototype spreadsheet modelin.g sy8tem.
Although some of the figures are actually in the form
tables, they have been classified as figures in this
appendix as the exact data port~ayed in these examples is
not important here.
Due to the high density of information needed to plot a dump
geometric config1.tration layout plot or the new growth plan
information for both the main and standby systems, both on a
per-shift basis, plotting in colour was necessary in order
to be able to interpret the mass of overlaid lines. In
order to plot in colour on an.A4 sheet within the required
margins, some of the areas had to be reduced resulting in
q1.titesmall print at times. It was felt that this is
acceptable here as the figures are intended to give an
overview of the various areas, with the actual values not
being as important for this purpose.
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Figure B7 ~ Geometric Model - standby Conveyor & Frontstack -
Layout Configuration Plot.
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Figure B9 - Geometric Model - Main System Frontstack &
Backstack - Layout Configuration Plot.
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Figure Bl2 - Dump Growth Model - Input and output Areas.
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Figure Cl - Geometric Modeling - Radial Only Dump, Matimba Ash
Dump Original Layout - Frontstack.
Figure C2 ~ Geometric Modeling - Radial Only Dump, Matimba Ash
Dump Original Layout - Backstack.
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Figure C3 - Matimba Ash Dump - New Layout with Dam cutbacks &
Increasing Main System Width - Frontstack.
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Figure C4 ~ Matimba Ash Dump - Nevi Layout w::'th Dam cutbacks &
Increasing Main System Width - Backstack.
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Figure C6 - Geometric Modeling - Tutuka Ash Dump Main
Frontstack & aackstack.
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APPENDIX D PRJI..CTICAL EY..A.11PLESPRINTOUTS
a) Feasibility Analysis Evaluation Examples
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Figu.re D1 - Feasibility Evaluation - Cu.rrent Geometry (70%-
Stacker Availability) - Layout Plot.
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Figure D3 - Feasibility Evaluation - shift Back Standby &
Extend 300m (70% Stkr. Avail'ty) - Layout Plot.
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Figure D5 ~ What~If Evaluation ~ Current Geometry, (81%
stacker Availability) - Layout Plot.
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c) Economic Analysis Evaluation Examples
The economic analysis evaluation exercises wez'e done by
interpreting the growth plans manually, to check where the
main and standby systems were positioned, in the fi.ve year
intervals. This was done by drawing vertical lines at these
points and reading the corresponding baseline angles or
extendible conveyor lengths off the right hand axis of the
growth plan.
138
AS the intention of this section is to show the information
and technique used to extract this information from the
growth plan manually, these originally colour plots had to
be photostatted to show the manual information. In order to
facilitate interpr.etation of the important information being
shown in each case, the use of colour highlighting had to be
made.
on the layout plots, a green line shows the standby system
shifting sequence and a blue line the main system. A pink
line shows the standby shiftable conveyor length at the
various stages.
On the growth plan, a solid green line shows the standby
system baseline angle, while a dotted greerJ.J.ine shows the
atandby system extendible conveyor length. Similarly a
solid blue line shnws the main system baseline angle, while
a dotted blue line shows the main system extendible conveyor
length. A solid pink line shows the standby shiftable
conveyor length variation. or(".ngewas used to show the time
position manual interpretation.
mm._Tm
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Figure D1J.. - Economic Evaluation - Current s i cuat i.on (70%
Stacker Availabilit'·) - Layout Plot.
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IFigure D13 - Economic Evaluation - ~xtend Standby @ Current
position (70% Stkr. Availability) ~ Layout Plot.
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Figure D14 - Economic Evaluation - Extend Standby @ Current
Position (70% Stkr. Availability) - Growth Plan.
Figure 015 - Economic Evaluation - Shift Back Standby &
Extend, (70% Stkr. Avail'ty) - Layout Plot.
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Figure D16 - Economic Evaluation - Shift Back Standby &
Extend, (70% 8tkr. Avail'ty) ~ Growth Plan.
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Figure D~7 - Economic Evaluation - Current Geometry, (81%
stacker Availability) - Layout Plot.
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Figure 018 - :c;::onomic Evaluation - Current GeometrYI (aH,
Stacker Availability) - Growth Plan.
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Figu.re 019 ~ Economic Evaluatlon ~ s'1.ift Back Standby &
Extend, (81% Stkr. Ava_lability) - Layou.t Plot.
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system baseline .gle, while a dotted green line shows the
d) sensitivity Analysis Evaluation E~amples
The sensitivity analysis evaluation E~ercises were done by
interpreting the growth plans manually, to check where the
main and standby systems were positioned at the time the
main system caught up with the standby system. The main
system graphs were allowed to cross over the standby system,
even though this is physically impossible, as only the point
of catching up was of interest in this case, not the
remaining dump performance.
As the intention of this section is to show the information
and technique used to extract this information from the
growth plan manually, these originally colour plots had to
be photostatted to show the manual information. In order to
facilitate interpretation of the important information being
shown in each case, the use of colour highlighting had to be
made.
On the layout plot, a green line shows the standby system
shifting sequence and a blue line the main system.
On the growth plans, a solid green line ohows the standby
standby system extendible conveyor length. Similarly a
solid blue line shows the main system baseline angle, while
a dotted blue line shows the main system ext.endd.b l.e conveyor
length. Yellow was used to show the manual interpretation
of the time taken for the main system to cat('}lup vvith the
standby system.
,-.."'l.ct ........i:I .wlllllll'.tliIIl,allll-yi!llMlIlfIl!lll".''IJ«Jj •.
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Figure 021 - Sensitivity Evaluation - Layout Plot.
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Figure 022 _ Sensitivity 8valuation ~ (81% stacker
Availability) - Growth Plan.
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Figure D23 -- sensitivity Ev,,1.uation ~ (85%stacker
Availability) ~ Growth plan.
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Figure D24 - sensitivity Bvaluation - (90% 1ker
Availability) - Growth Plan.
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Figure D25 - SenSitivity Evaluation - (95% Stacker
Availability) - Growth Plan.
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APPENDIX E TIME~POSITION LAYOUT EXAMPLES
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Figure El - Time-Position Plot - Economic Evaluation, Current
Geometry (70% Stkr. Avail'ty) Time = 5 Yrs.
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Figure E2 _ Time-Position Plot - Economic Evaluation, Current
Geometry (70% Stkr. Avail'ty) Time = 15 Yrs.
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APPENDIX F GEOMETRY TO CAD EXAMPLES
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Figure Fl - Kendal Maiu and Standby System Geometry Imported
into CAD.
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Figure F2 - Kendal Standby System Geometry Imported into
CAD.
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Figure F3 - Kendal Main System Geometry Imported into CAD.
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APPENDIX G SPREADSHEET USER MANUAL
169
G.1 LOADING AND SETTING UP THE SPREADSHEET
It is assumed that the User is familiar with the Microsoft
Excel 5.0 operating environment. If not, the user is
referred to the Excel 5.0 Users Guide(lSl. Following are the
bas J ':! steps to starting and setting up the spreadsheet for
easiest use:
1. Start r1icrosoft Excel 5.0 from Windows.
2. Set the recalculation to "manual" and "recalculate
before save" to off, to prevant unnecessary
recalculation of the spreadsheet until the user has
entered in sufficient data to wish to view the result.
3. Open the spreadsheet workbook. (DAD_GP2.XLS)
4. Use the window control to set t~lewindows in normal
window mode, to enable rapid selecting, moving and
resizing of indivic\llalwindows with the mouse.
5. F'ive separate windows are set up. Additional windows
can be opened if desired, depending mostly on the size
of the monitor -md speed of the processor and gl.aphics
card for updating. Any of the spreadsheet worksheets
can be accessed in any window by using the worksheet
tabs, however as different zoom ratios can be set in
different windows, it is better to use dedicate.d
windows for certain spreadsheet axeas to prevent
having to re-zoom too often. The desired window can
then easily be viewed by simply clicking on it with
the mouse or selecting it from the window menu, to
bring it co the top.
6. The various input and output areas needing to be
manipulated and viewed, have been defined as named
ranges, to facilitate quick moving to any area for
input, viewing or printing. Use the Excel "Name Box"
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to easily select any desired named range. The name"
ranges used for input, visual feedback and printing in
the spreadsheet are:
a) GeoMod worksheet:
i) 5MBInpA - standby, main &. backstack ~nput &.
nUmerical feedback areas. (see Figure Bl)
ii) 5MBCalcA - standby, main & backstack
calculatirn & input areas. (See Figure B3)
iii) PosTonOutP - position tonnage output area.
(See Figure B4)
iv) MSFSLytPlt - main & standby frontstacK
layout plot. (See Firul:eBS)
v) StLytPlt - standby f~~ntstack layout plot.
(See Fi.gureB7)
vi) MLytPlt - main frontstack layout plot. (See
Figure 138)
vii) MBSLytPlt - main backstack layout pLot;, (See
Figure BSl)
b) AshProMod worksheet:
i) AshProTbl - dsh production table input &.
numerical :t;eedbackarrea. (see F).gure1310)
ii} AshProGrphs - ash production feedback
graphs. (See Figure 1311)
c) GrwPlnMdd worksheet:
i) DmpGrthCalcA - dump growtb c«lculation,
input & numerical feedback areas. (See
Figure B12)
ii) GPlnpltA4 - growth plan plot A4 size. (See
Figure B13)
7. The five standard windows are normally used for:
a) Window 1 - Geometric medel nUmerical input and
output. (GeoMod tab, named ranges "SMBInpA",
"SMBCalcA" &. "posTonOutP")
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b) Window 2 - Geometric modeling layout plot zoomed
in vd ew . (GeoMod tab, named ranges "MSFSLytPI t" «
"MBSLytPlt")
c) Window 3 - Geometric modeling layout plot overall
view. (GeoMod tab, named ranges "MSFSLytPlt" &
"MBSLytl?lt" )
d) Window 4 - Growth plan graph. (GrwPlnMod tab,
named range "GPlnPltA4")
e) Window 5 - Growth plan numerical input and
output. (GrwPlnMod tab, named range
"DmpGrthCalcA" )
8 . The Ash Production Model can be viewed in any window
(AshProMod tab, named ranges "AshProTbl" «
\\AshProGrphs") and doesn't need a dedicated window as
it is usually not varied as much as the Geometric
Model or Dump Grc.wth Model.
G.2 WORK FLOW
Either the Geometric Model or the Ash Production Model can
be created firs being independent of one another. Usually
though, it is best to start with the Ash Production Model,
as it is the easiest and requires the minimum of
manipulation. More importantly, the ash production is
usually the independent variable in this exercise, with the
dump geometry and ash stacking plant needing to be designed
or modified, to accommodate the ash production. Once the
Ash Production Model is defined, the Geometric Model should
be defined, followed by the Dump Growth Model, for a first
pass.
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Only when all three models are properly defined will a
meaningful growth plan be returned, although due to the way
the Excel spreadsheet works, it will calculate a growth plan
based on whatever input data is present when the "F9"
recalculate button is pressed and the user should Use
caution to not accept a growth plan without checking that
all the necessary input data is satisfactory.
If the growth plan is not acceptable in terms of growth
phasing or overall dump growth rate, either the main system
availability, or the dump geometry parameters which will
affect the relative ashing rates, volume split between the
main and standby systems or total dump volume, can be
changed to try and arrive at an acceptable growth plan.
This would be a second or subsequent pass through the
process and may require some iteration to arrive at an
acceptable design situation.
The amount of iteration will also be influenced greatly
depending on whether one is trying to evaluate an existing
dump geometry to check on its growth, or whether one io
trying to iterate cowards an acceptable dump layout
configuration geometry for a new dump siting exercise. For
siting a new dump, the individual shift heights will have to
be checked separately if the dump is not a constant height
du .rp like Kendal, until some sort of DTM approach is added
to automate this process.
The work flow logic is easiest descrih~d by the use of a
flowsheet diagram (See Figure G1), to enable the user to get
a feel for t'h~ ",,,,,ae1ingsequence. Any of the input
parameters can however be entered at any time and in any
sequence, once the user is familiar with what he is doing.
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Figure Gl - Flowchart fo~ using the Prototype Dump Growth
Modeling spreadsheet.
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The U8~r must however, remember to recalculate the
spreadsheets manually by pressing the "F9" key before
viewing any of the. numetical, layout configuration plots or
graphs for visual feedback, before making any decisions
about the acceptabil~ty of any input parameters.
G.3 IN'PUT PARAMETERS
There are a multitude of parameters to be input in order to
define tue three models in the spreadsheet. The Geometric
Model requires by far the most parameters to define the
conveyors and dump geometry for the standby and main
frontstacks and the main backstacks, as well as the average
dry ash density, on a per-shift position basis, to define
the position-Tonnage relationship.
The st~ndby system frontstack requires 12 initial position
setting up parameters, with nine parameters from position 1
onwards in the calculation area and another four in the
input area per shift position, giving 13 parameters required
per standby frontstack shift position. The main system
frontsta.ck requires eight initial position setting up
parameters, with nine parameters from position 1 onwards in
the calculation area and another four in the input area. per
shift position, giving 13 parameters required per main
frontstack shift position. The main system backstack
reqttires six initial position setting up parameters, with 11
per shift position, from position 1 onwards. A further one
parameter per standby system shift position is required fol:'
the average fronts tack dry ash density and two for the main
system frontstack and backstack average dry ash density.
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The main system has been set up with 75 shift positions and
the standby system with 70 positions, as this was the nUmber
needed for the current Kendal ash dump layout configuration.
(More shift positions can be added if required, but would
require manual setting up and linking of formulas and
graphical outputs.) This gives a total of (12 + (13 * 70) +
1) 923 standby system parameters and (8 + (13 * 75) + 1) +
(6 + (11 * 75) + 1) = 1 816 main system frontstack and
backs tack parameters. This :r~~"lts in a total of 2 739
parameters to define the ceoi., ~ic Model Position-Tonnage
relationship, for this number of main and standby shifts.
This would seem to be a monumental task to define so many
parameters, but fortunately most of the parameters remain
constant throughout, with usually only the shift length and
conveyor lengths changing to generate the various radial and
parallel shifting sectors of the dump. If the following
shift position parameters are simply linked to the previous
position parameter, only the tirst one needs to be changed
to reflect a general change from that point onwards. The
Geometric Model is however designed with this many
individual parameters per shift position in order to allow
total flexiLility for any of the parameters to be varied at
any point in the model.
G.3.1 Geometric Model Input
A brief tour of the various input areas of the Geometric
Model is given to assist the user in becoming familiar with
the spreadsheet. The spreadsheet is initially set up with
the Kendal current geometry parameters, which are given here
as default parameters for reference. Before using the
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spreadsheet for another dump, the user must ensure that all
input variables are linked by a formula to the previous
shift's parameter value, to ensure that no special parameter
changes remain which would only apply to the previous case.
T:1is is why it is good practice to always colour the
background of data values entered in green and formulas in
turquoise as a standard, as these changes are then easily
picked up later. The use of the Position Number-volume and
Position N1:mber-Angle/Distance graphs (See Figure B2) are
very useful for picking up unexpected changes by inspection
of the shape of the graph line. One can then easily go to
the position number input or calculation area to check for
any anomalies.
Although one can enter in any of the parameters in any
order, it is better to follow some basic sequence to allow
gradual building of the model from the visual feedback
information. The suggested procedure follows: (See Figures
Bl, B3, B4 & G2-G7)
i.Input the model start point as an (Xo,Yo) coordinate. The
standby system shiftable conveyor start point is used as
the model start point. The values are entered in the
first row of the standby system shift length columns
("Sls" and "81e", yellow background) in the \\SMBInpA"
range.
2. Input the distance from the standby system shiftable
conveyor start point to the main system shiftable conveyor
start point as (AX,~Y) values. The values are entered in
the first row of the main system shift length columns.
(\\81s" and "Sle", yellow background)
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3. Input the shiftable conveyor lengths in the first row of
the standby and main "C-Ln'! columns.
4: • Input the shiftable conveyor st,.,rting baseline angle in
the first row of the standby and main "SLA" columns.
• DS 0 (parallel) [30] (to set up initial
5. Input the initial position setup parameters in the
"SMBCalcA" range position a standby, main and backs tack
areas. The parameters required are: [Typical Kendal
current configuration values in square brackets]
Standby Frontstack:
• ECL 0 [190] (initial extendible conveyor
•
length
ECLoBLA [30] (initial extendible conveyor
baseline angle)
o SLs 0 [0] (to set up initial frontstack
crest baseline radial to first conveyor pos)
•
SLe 0
SR 0
[36] (shift length end)
[60] (stacking reach)
frontstack crest baseline to tie back to)
" DS o (radial) [57] (to set up initial
frontstack crest baseline to tie back to)
• H 0 [22.14J (frontstack height)
• SSSe 0 [1. 2] (side slope end)
• SSSs 0 [-1. 2] (side slope start, to tie onto
existing standby system)
0 SED FAC [0.8] (SEDi = Hi * SED FAC)
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Main Frontstack:
• SLs 0 [0] (to set up initial frontstack
crest baseline radial to first conveyor pos)
• SLe 0 [72] (shift length end)
• H 0 [20] (frontstack height)
• MSSe 0 [6.7] (side slope end)
• IVISSs0 [-1.2] (side slope start to tie onto
existing standby system outside slope)
• De 0 [20] (distance from shiftable conveyor
end point to crest)
Main Backstack:
• BDs 0 [182] (cutback to toe of baseline)
• BS 0 [1,2] (backstack forward slope)
e BSs 0 [9.8] (backstack start side slope)
• BSe 0 [7] (backs tack end side slope)
• BSR 0 [7] (backs tack roadway width between
conveyor and toe)
• BH 0 (9.5] (backstack height)
6.rnput the first (and subsequent if required) position
input values in the calculation area ("SMBCalcA").
Standby Frontstack:
• Follow [lJ (side slope crest and toe to
follow from previous)
o FlipSlpTwst [0] (Flip slope that is twisted,
when g(.)ingfrom negative to positive slope and
following)
• Gam i [90] (angle between extendible
conveyor and shiftable conveyor)
• SR i [60] (stacking reach)
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• Ds i [14] (distance from shiftable conveyor
start point to start crest)
De i [20] (distance from shiftable conveyor
end point to end crest)
..
o H i
SSSe i
SSSs i
[22.14] (frontstack height)
[1.2] (side slope at end)
[-1.2J (side slope at start, to tie
•
•
onto existing standby system)
Main Frontstack:
• FollowS [1] (start side slope crest and toe to
follow from previous)
.. FollowE [1] (end side slope crest and toe to
follow from previous)
• Gam i [90] (angle between extendible
conveyor and shiftable ccuveyor)
• SR i [92J (stacking reach)
.. Ds i (10] (distance from shiftable conveyor
start point to start crest)
.. De i [40] (distance from shiftable conveyor
start point to end crest)
• H i [27] (frontstack height)
• MSSe i [7.5] (side slope at end)
[-1.2] (side slope at start to• MSSs i
• 'e onto existing standby system outside slope)
Main Backst,.,".,
No backs tack parameters exist in the calculation area, as
all were correctly put into the input zrea of the
"SMBInpA" range. The main and standby system parameters
will eventually also all only be in the input area, making
it unnecessary to need to change parameters in the
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[0] (normal) [924] (tie into
calculation area. This is not only a more difficult
process, due to each position using 22 lines, requiring
paging up and down, bu if the worksheet is not p~otected,
the calculation formulas could be changed or deleted by
mistake.
7. Input the remainder of the standby and main frontstack and
main backstack parameters in the "8\V!BInpA"·':lnge.
Standby Frontstack:
•
SLs i
SLe i
LstFs
[0] (radial) [36] (parallel)•
[40] (radial or parallel)
e [0] (normal) [167] (tie into
existing standby frontstack)
Main Frontstack:
•
SLs i
SLe i
LstFs
[0] (radial) [72] (parallel)•
[40] (radial or parallel)
existing standby frontstack)
Main Backsta.::k:
.. BS i [1. 2] (backs tack fonlard slope)
• BSs i [1. 2] (backs tack start side slope)
• bSe i [7] (backs tack end side slope)
• B8R i (7] (backs tack roadway width between
conveyor and toe)
It BH i [9.5] (backs tack height)
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The remainder of the backs tack input parameters are
required to define the complex backs tack forming sequence,
either a four-cycle, two-cycle or a one-cycle stacking
procedure. This is required as the stacker cannot travel
the complete distance down to the start end during radial
shifts, due to the size of t.he stacker and the relatively
small slew angle.
In the past, a four-cycle sequence has been used to place
a short backstack, frum the furthest position the stacker
can travel down behind the conveyor. This is then
followed by a medium length backstack, as the conveyor is
now slewed at twice the angle. A short backs tack must
first be built again and finally a full length backstack
can be built, as the stacker is then able to get right
into the start end corner. With this procedure the
stacker must always walk in from the end to the start
behind the shiftable conveyor and then build the backs tack
from start to end.
backstack from the end towards the start, ashj itself
More recently, a two~cycle backstack sequence has been
adopted, where the stacker builds a medium length
into a corner. The shiftable conveyor is then shifted
away, which gives the stacker sufficient space to get out
between the previous backs tack toe and the new shiftable
conveyor position, building the second cycle full length
backs tack from start to end.
The backstack modeling was therefore designed to
accommodate both the above procedures, as well as a
single-cycle which would be used during parallel shifting.
Typical parameter values for the four-, two- and single-
cycle procedures are given below:
;I'
Four-cycle: (Radial)
(i) (i+l) (i+2) (i+3)
• LBS1 (485] (485] (485] [485J
• LBS2 (485] [250] [485J [250J
• BL~IL2 (1] [2] (1] [2]
• LBS3 [485] [250] [485) [160)
• BL~IL3 [1] [2] [1] [4]
0 Foll [0] [0] [0] [1)
Two-cycle: (Radial)
(i) (i+1)
• LBSl (485] [485]
• LBS2 [485] [250]
• BL-IL2 [1] [2]
• LBS3 [485) (160)
0 BL-IL3 [1) [2]
• Foll [0] [1)
One-cycle: (Parallel)
(i)
• LBSl (108)
• LBS2 (l08)
• BL-IL2 (1)
• LBS3 [108]
• BL-IL3 [1]
• Foll [lJ
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G.::3.2Ash Production Model Input
The input for the Ash production Model is self explanatory
(See Figures BIO & B12)1 using the same rules for entering
either values or formulas. The values are usually available
frOInlife-of-mine plans and power station load fo..:casting
information. Eight different parameters are required here
(Years from start and Year are really the same information)
and if don3 on an annual hasis for say a 50 year station
life, this would result in 400 parameters to define the
Time-Tonnage relationship.
This model was developed after the Kendal evaluation
exercises and as Kendal did not require a variation of the
ashmake scenario, these Time~Tonnage outputs were not used
in the Dump Growth Model for th(O\ashmake inputs. This is
why there is a difference between the values and the time
steps in the Dump Growth Model input area. This table can
easily be modified to return the same type of output and
then the input ranges in the Dump Growth Model linked back
to the Ash Production Model by simple spreadsheet formula
references. Once this linkage is made, the "expected" and
"upper bound" scenarios can be used to quickly check the
sensitivity of this variation on the dump growth.
G.3.2 Dump Gr)wth M~del Input
Only four parameters are required here (See Figure E~2), the
start date (which should be the same as the ash production
start from the Ash Production Model) and the standby system
conveyor shift duration, main system conveyor shift dUration
and the stacker availability during ashing, on a per-shift
basis.
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Figure G2 - Geometric Model position(O) Conveyor setup Input
Parameters.
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Figure G3 - Geometric Model position(o) Frontstack &
Backstack rnput Parameters - Radial.
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Figure G4 . Geometric Model position(i) Frontstack &
Backstack Input Parameters - Radial.
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Figure G5 ~ Geometric Model Position(O) Frontstack &
Backstack Input ?arameters ~ Parallel.
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Figure G6 - Geometric Model position(i) Frontstack &
Backstack Input Parameters - Parallel.
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B. Side Slope FlipSlpTwst Parameter (Changing from a negative
to a positive slope)
a) Side Slope Flip81pTwst = a
a) Side Slope Follow = a
A. Side Slope Follow Parameter
..~.....
"/
I
f
I I No;~~l
: I I ,Slope
,..,.,,_'''_..,..,_.l·..·l .._...J-_ ..-.l .....,:~
Existing r .
Dump r:::: .
b) Side Slope FlipSlpTwst = 1
FS Crest
Figure G7 - Geometric Model Input Variable Explanations.
b) Side Slope Follow = 1
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APPENDIX H SPREADSHEET PROGlL~ MANUAL
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H.l SPREADSHEET PROGRAM CODE
Although the Dump Growth Modeling system, developed On the
Excel 5.0 spreadsheet as a prototype, is merely a very high
level form of pz ,», 'llming,the spreadsheet does not lend
itself to printing out the programming code like traditional
programming languages. Although the formulas in the
individual cells can be printed out, it would be impossible
to follow their logic without being able to see the row and
column references on the spreadsheet pages as well, as cell
references to rows and colun~s are used in the formulas end
not the column variable names.
Viewing the actual prototype spreadsheet models would be
much more beneficial to anyone wishing to modify the
prototype, but the final version of the modeling system
would be much more efficiently done using a traditional
programming language, or possibly one of the simulation
language.:; mentioned by zador(6J and Ramos and Goodwin (7). The
auditing function of Excel was found to be extremp.ly useful
for checking the programming logic and cell references
during development, debugging and verification, as the audit
function will draw arrows back to all cells referred to in
the current cell formula, or to all the cells whi~h refer
back to the current cell. (See Figures H3 & H4)
In addition, due to the way the spreadsheet works, many
ingenious work-around techniques had to be developed for the
prototype, which would be of little value to a traditional
program language without these limitations. As the
intention of this project was to develop a prototype
modeling system to assist in identifying the necessary input
parameters, outputs, form~ts and modeling techniques for a
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final more user-friendly and integrated program, it was
deemed sufficient to rather describe the prototype program's
logic in the form of modeling concepts and flowsheet logic
diagrams.
H.2 MODELING CONCEPTS
The input parameters used by the spreadsheet are described
in more detail in the USER MM~AL and NOMENCLATURE. As
mentioned there, due to the need to keep the column widths
as small as possible to enable the maximum amount of
information to be viewed sdmu'l.t aneoue Ly. fairly cryptic
acronyms had to be used to name the various input and output
parameters. These parameter names are placed at the top of
the columns in the various input, output and calculation
areas. Either the conveyor shift or position number is
placed to the left of the input areaS (See Figure Bl) or as
a shift position number in the top left of the individual
system shift position calculation area ranges (See Figure
B3). The column paramete~ names could therefore be
considered as array variable names, with conveyor position
indices (eg MECL(i)) to describe the parameters per conveyor
position. A description of the modeling concepts follO\.,s:
H.2.1 Geometric Model
This model is fairly complex, both from an input parameter
an). calculation point of view and requires a large amount. of
ca.lculation to arrive at the Time-Tonnage geometric
relationship for the main and standby systems. The basic
concept of the Geometric Model is fairly simple though and
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models each individua.l conveyor shift position, for the main
and standby system, with a number of geometric parameters
which fully describes each Shiftable conveyor position and
its ashing areas. These parameters firstly define the
shiftable conveyor and extendible conveyor positions for a
particular shift relative to the previous conveyor positicn
and then define the frontstack and backs tack ashing !Of },n,; ·1:"Y
relative to the conveyor' position from which it will III
formed.
Using this governing concept, the dump ashing geohletry
parameters relative to the shiftable conveyors can be
entered, which are usually fairly constant for different
radial or parallel sectors of the dump and then all that is
needed to generate the complete ash dump layout
configuration geometry and related shift position volumes,
would be to define the conveyor shifting parameters per
position, to steer the dump in almost any conceivable
direction, within the site's layout and geometric
limitations, as well as the physical and practical
limitations of this type of conveyor stacking equipment.
The concept used to define the conveyor shifting length and
type, either parallel or radial shifting, is to simply
specify a distance whic..'1'"he start and end points must be
moved forwards from the current shiftaLle conveyor start and
end points. The Rshin/.'·geometry modeling for the fronts tack
and backstack alst..iuses this shifting information to decide
whether a radial or parallel fronts tack or backs tack ashing
geometry will be constructed. Basically, if a zero distance
shift length is specified for the shiftable conveyor start
point, then a radial shift results, with only the end poi" ,
being shifted forwards, while equal shift lengths result in
a parallel shift.
If the shiftable conveyor length is increased or shortened
for any shift, the new end point is po:;:';+tonsd this shift
length in front of an equivalent cODveyor length for the
current shift, acting as a baseline, to ensure that the end
point distance in radial shifts is still only one stacking
reach away from the previous backstack. If it were to be
projected from the current shiftable conveyor end point and
then the conveyor' extended, the new end point distance back
to the p~evious backs tack could be much greater than the
stacking reach, implying not only dozing backwards, but
probably a huge amount of dozing forwards to be able to
shift the shiftable conveyor end point this fat'forwards.
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The ashing geometry for the frontstack and backs tack areas
is then determined relative to the new shiftable conveyor
start and end points. The frontstack and backs tack volumes
are decermined in the prototype by determining the plan area
of the new frontstack or backs tack and multiplying it by a
constant height par~meter for each shift and system. A
varying dump height waS not allowed for in the prototype, as
it would simply be a large amount of additional work, not
essential for developing the dump growth modeling concepts
for this proj ecb , It was also unneceasary f....r modeling the
Kendal ash dump practical problem s:Ltuations due to the
Kendal dump being a constant height above the ground.
Although the natural ground does of course vary over hills
and valleys and the ash is dumped at an angle of repose
against the previous face and not with vertical front
slopes, the basis for the volume estima~e was that as a
frontstack cross-section taken at right angles to the
shiftable conveyor is a parallelogram shape, the area is the
same as the area of a rectangle with the same top length,
being base times perpendicular height. Integrating these
cross-section areas would give the same volume as the plan
area multiplied by the perpendicular height. The backstack
is almost always a constant height to get the maximum ash
volume within the stacking height limitation. In the event
that either the fronts tack or backstack heights are not
constant for any reason, this can simply be handled in the
prototype by entering in an average height value, determined
at the center of gravity of the area.
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Obviously some form of automatic height sensing procedure
will be essential for the final Version, as this will allow
non-constant height dumps to more easily and accurately ce
modeled, especially for siting exercises, where the designer
would like ~o move the dump around to get the optimum
location and layout configuration, possibly for a number of
sites and' 'en trying different layout configurations or
different starting points on one site.
The volume of the frontstack and backs tack sections between
the start and end crests is thus determined in this way,
with the side slopes at the start and ends being determined
from average end areas of the triangles at the previous and
new crest lines and the distance between them. Using a
positive slope resu~ts in a positive slope volume which must
be added to the inside volume. Using a negative slope
implies that the slope is under the inside section and must
be deducted from the inside section volume, as this volume
has already been placed by a previous ashing exercise or the
standby system, which is always ahead of the main system.
As the three volumes are always added together, a negative
slope will automatically have the desired effect.
The (x,y) coordinates for the extendible and shiftable
conveyors, as well as the frontstack and backstack ashing
geomeLt:y are determined for each shift position. The area
of the shape of the inside sections of the ash, which is
used to determine the volumes, is then determined from the
shape's corner coordinates, independent of what shape the
area is, the shape being determined by the con-reyoz shifting
parameters. These coordinates are then also used to draw
the layout configuracion plot, giving a direct link between
the inputs, volumes and graphical visual feedback. This
ties in well with the concept of \\...if the graphics looks
right, the voJ.umes will also be correct."
This modeling approach is fairly complex for the standby
system, as a parallel shift would usually result in a four-
cornered shape, while a radial shift would be triangular for
the first shift and practically triangular for the rest,
however actually consist of four corners, due to the way
they intersect the previous frontstack crest baseline. This
radial intersection ba~eHne is always the last parallel
frontstack crest line (See Figure Hl). If the frontstack is
cut back using the \\LstFs"parameter, both a radial and
parallel frontstack would have f.ourcorners.
An anomaly occurs when going from a radial section to a
parallel section, with the first parallel shift inside area
actually consisting of a five-cornered shape. This was
handled in the spreadsheet modeling by always using a five ..
cornered sbape to define the standby frontstack inside
areas, which was then divided into three triangles. The
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area of each triangle was then determined from the
triangle's (x,y) coordinates by using the user function
"Area" (See Appendix I) and the three areas added together
to give the eotal frontstack inside area.
The five-cornered shapes would always have three positive
value triangle areas, while the four-cornered shapes would
have tW0 positive value triangle areas and one zero value
triangle area, due to two of the five points being
coincident. The triangular shaped first radial shift
frontstack would only have one positive value triangle area
and two zero value triangle areas, due to three of the five
points being coincident. (See Figure Hl)
Last Parallel Frontstack Becomes FollowIng Radial
Frontstack Crest's Intersection Baseline
b) Standby Frontstack Parallel to Radial Shift Intersection Baseline
cr 'angle 3 Pas C (Radial) = 0)
a) Standby Frontstack Position Area Triangles
(Triangle 2 Pas A (Radial) = 0)
(TrIangle 3 Pas A (RadIal) = 0)
Figure Hl - Geometric Model Standby Frontstack Area
Geometry,
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The main system frontstack is much simpler, dUe to it always
being cut back and the fronts tack crest never intersecting
the previous fronts tack crest baseline This always results
in a four-cornered inside area shape, for both radial and
parallel shifts. Another user function was developed which
would determine the area of a four-cornered shape from the
corner's (x,y) coordinates, as this would require much fewer
input values, not having to repeat values common to each
triangle. The "Area4" user command (See Appendix I) is more
efficient than dividing the four-cornered shape into two
triangles and calculating the area of each and totaling the
result in the cell formUla. The side slopes are determined
in the same way as for the standby system.
Actually a similar formula could be developed for a five-
cornered shape, which would be much more efficient and
easier to reference, but would need to be checked that it
does not return incorrect answers if some corners are
coincident. This can be done as a tempoTary modification to
the prototype to try and improve its efficiency in the
meantime.
The backstack volumes are much more complex to model, due to
the complex four-cycle radial ashing procedure traditionally
used. (See Figures G4 & G6) This was required due to the
large size of the st&cker and the relative small slew
angles, making it impossible for the stacker to travel the
entire distance down towards the start point, after a full
backs tack has been placed. The four cycle procedure allows
the first backstack in the ~ycle to be built from the
furthest point the stacker can reach, with the next shift
allowing the stacker to go a little fUrther, due to the
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larger open angle between the first backstack and the second
shiftable conveyor position. The third cycle must again be
a short backstack similar to the first, with the last
backs tack being able to be built all the way to the start
point side.
In order to model this, three four-cornered shapes were
used, with the user being able to define the distance to cut
back each shape from the shiftable conveyor start point and
which of the last four backs tack crest lines to ash back to
in each shape. (See Figure G4) The user function XIn and
YIn (See Appendix I) were used to determine the intersection
points of the cutback lines, with the relevant baselines to
ash back to. The area of each of these three four-cornered
shapes is determined similar to the main system frontstack
inside area, and the side slope volumes determined similar
to the frontstack side slopes.
Although this procedure is complex, it has great flexibility
in that it allows the designer to model either a four~cycle,
a two-cycle Or a single-cycle backs tacking operation.
Parallel shifting of the main system allows the stacker to
walk the full distance down to the start to form a full
backs tack every time, resulting in a single-cycle
backs tacking operation. Recently an innovative two-cycle
radial backs tacking approach has been tried which requires
the stacker to build a short first-cycle backstack from the
end point to the start point, ashing itself into a corner.
Once the shiftable conveyor is moved away, it can build a
full backstack from the start side to the end side>. This
results in an "out and back" procedure, with the frontscack
also being built in two directions, resulting in a saving of
50% of the traveling distance for the stacker to place the
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same volume of a:Jh, a considerable saving over a 50 year
station life, considering the main system belt is usually
around 1700m long.
The slew angles, baseline angles, extendible conveyor
lengths and vertices' coordinates for the conveyors and
ashing geometry are determined using basic trigonometry, to
determine the geometry (x,y) coordinates. The parametric
modeling teChnique used in the spreadsheet prototype to
produce the automatic layout configuration plot of the
standby and main system's conveyor and frontstack and
backs tack shapes, was to define a sequence for the vertices'
(x,y) coordinates in adjacent x~ and Y-columns, which were
then simply added to an X-Y graph as separate line series
for each of the positions. (See Figures B3, B5 & B7)
The standby system plots the extendible conveyor extension
and shiftable conveyor using three points and the fronts tack
ashing front crest and sideslopes using eight points. In
order to draw one position's conveyors and frontstack
geometry using one line series, to limit the numb~~ of line
series (Excel limit = 255) and allow the same colour to be
used for one position, a gap was left between the conveyor
and the frontstack geometry points, to prevent Excel Q~awing
a meaningless connecting line from the end of the shiftable
conveyor to the start of the frontstack geometry. The
frontstack geometry used some dummy points to limit the
amount of space required for each position, by drawing the
line over itself in some cases. This is better than leaving
a gap and then having to specify the same starting point
again and can't be seen on the plot. (See Figure H2)
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b) 8ackstack Plotting Point Sequence
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3 10~ 131
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Shiftable ConveyorExtendible
Conveyor
Extension Side Slope
End
Side Slope
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. Extendible Shiftable Conveyor
• Conveyor
Extension
a) Standby & Main Conveyor & Frontstack Plotting Point Sequence
Figure H2 - Geometric Model Frontstack & Backstack Plotting
Geometry Coordinat.e Sequence.
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The main system conveyor and fronts tack geometry is done in
the same way as the standby system. (See Figures B3, B5 &
B8) Th'1 .Erontstack side c '':sand front crest, as well as
the two side slopes front edges and toe are thus drawn, with
the new position's shiftable conveyor being seen standing on
the previous position's frontstack. This geometry is simply
laid against the previous position, giving the impression of
the fronts tack al.·eaadded. The front slope toe line of the
frontstack is not drawn, as this has little benefit, while
making the already complicated per-shift layout
configuration. plot even more difficult to interpret. For
clarity, the standby system geometry is drawn in a solid
line and the main system in a dotted line, with each shift
in a different colour, relating back to the vertical colour
bars on the edges of the input and output areas and the
number's colour in the calculation area ranges. (See Figures
i:. I B3 & BS)
The backs tack geometry is determined in a similar way to the
frontstack's, relative to the main system shiftable conveyor
start and end points. (See Figures B3 & B9) In this case it
was deemed necessary to also include the backs tack front
slope toe line, as not only is the backstack front slope
crest line important to check that the stacker can reach to
this point, but the accesS roadway between the shiftable
conveyor and the backs tack front toe line must be specified
to allow either single or two lane operating and maintenance
access behind the shiftable conveyor, after the new
backs tack has been formed. (See Figures G4 & G6)
This more complicated backs tack geometry also including the
three cutback areas, needed 22 points to describe the line
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series. (See Figure H2) This was drawn on another ploe,
together with the main system frontstack and conveyors.
This allows the backs tack geometry to be Seen together "'ith
its shiftable conveyor and main frontstack end side slupes.
The final part of the Geometric Model is the converting of
the position frontstack and backs tack volumes into an
equivalent tonnage capacity, by simply mUltiplying the
volume by the avez'aqe dry densLy. (See Figure B4) The main
system frontstack and backstack use different density
parameters due to their very different heights, but are
added together to return only a total main system equivalent
tonnage capacity, as growth perf.ormance within the shift was
not required.
H.2.2 Ash Production Model
This model is very simple, both from an input parameter and
calculation point of view. The estimated energy sent out
(ESO Gwh/y) is determined from the number of units in
commission, the net unit pow,-.rrating in MW, the
availability (UCF) and energy utilization factor (EUF)
percentages and converted to Gwh/y. The required coal burn
tonnages are d 3rmined by dividing this value by the
calorific value (Cv) of the coal and overall station
efficiency factor, taking care of the units, to produce the
coal tonnages per year. This is then mUltiplied by the ash
percentage to deterlllir.ethe dry ash tons produced per year.
These are then added to give the cumulative Time-Tonnage ash
production informatiun. (See Figure Bl0)
H.2.3 Dump Growth Model
~his model is very simple from an input parameter point of
view, but fairly complex from a calculation point of view.
~he per-shift Geometric Model Position~~onnage information
(main and standby shiftable conveyor baseline angle,
extendible conveyor lengths, shiftable conveyor" lengths and
equivalent tonnaG~ capacity) and cumulative Ash Production
Model ~ime-~onna~l'e information is used, together with an
ashing start date parameter, the main system stacker
availability during ashing and the rnain and standby
shittable conveyor shifting time paramete~s.
~he dump growth is a fairly tricky relatinnship to determine
on a per-shift basis, as the ash production rate can vary at
any point in time, depending on the time step used for the
modeling. It was felt necessary to allow any time step
interval to be used at any time, tv allow annual estimates
for long term planning and seasonal or monthly time steps
for the first one to five years, to allow more accurate
short and medium term evaluation and planning.
~he ash production time steps bear no relation to the main
or standby shifting times and a change in ashing rute could
happen during a shift or during an a~hing period, or it
could be constant for a few shifts, depending on the ash
production time step ar. that particular time. ~he solution
to this problem was found to be ~hat the cumulative time -
)e used, to interpolate the cumulative time from the start
cumulative tonnage ash production relationship always had to
for a particular cumulative ash tonnage to be reached and
then adding say the shifting time to Lhis time to arrive at
the cumulative time to the end of shift. The cumulative
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ash tonnage produced by the end of the shift was then
determined by using the reverse ash production relatio!!ship,
to interpolate the cumulative ash tonnage produced at this
time. By deducting these critical ashing or shifting start
and end point cumulative times from one another, the total
times or tonnages bet.weeri these points could be (etermined,
no matter how the relationship had varied in between the two
points, due to the difference in cumulative values always
'Jeingused.
The main system is the independent variable in this
exercise, and the analyais must start with the main system.
The time to fill a main system shift equivalent tonnage
capacity is determined by dividing the shift equivalent
tonnage capacity by the ashing availability for that
position. This tonnage is added to the cumUlative ash
produced at the start of the position, which is zero at th$
sta:r.'tand would be equal to the cumulative ash tonna'::j';at
the end of the previous main system shift for all other
shifts. The total time that this tonnage would have been
placed into either the main or standby syscems is then
interpolated from the ash production information. As
mentioned above, the shift time is then added to the above
time to determine the time to reach the end of the main
system shift. The cumulative tonnage produced ?t this time
is th¢,n similarly interpolated. Deducting the a"tual ash
placed by the main system in these per iods ft'omthe
difference in the cumulative ash tonnages at the start and
end times, gives the remaining tOID1ageof ash which was
placed by the standby system, during the main system ashing
time and during the main sYAtem conveyor shifting time.
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The main system thus effectively receives an average ash
rate equal to the total cutnul"l.tiveash rate over its ashing
period, multiplied by the maa.i system availability during
ashing parameter and zero ash tonnage during its shifting
period. This information then gives the stepped graph for
the main system ashing rate on the new growth plan. (See
Figures B13 & B14 ("eStATo" line series))
The standby system ash tonnage received during the main
system's ashing period and the ash tonnage received during
the main system's conveyor shift period are then accumulated
to produce th~ cumulative stepped standby system ash rate,
given on the new growth plan (See Figures B13 & B14
("CSpA'l'o@StSh"line series)) clearly, this graph shows that
the scandby system is receiving the difference between the
total cumulative ash production over the main system's
ashing period and the main system' ashing rate and all of
the ash produced during the main system's conveyor shifting
period. All ashing for the main and standby systems within
any main system period is considered to be done at an
average ashing rate over that main system ashing or shifting
period, indepflndentof whether there may have been any ash
production time &tep rate changes durl.ngthat period. This
effectively converts the original cumulative ash production
time step relationship into a new cumulative ash production
time step relationship at the start and end points of the
main system ashing and shifting periods, the total
cumulative ash tonnages at these times being the same as the
original.
The time for the standby system to have completed ashing
its equivalent tonnage capacity per shift is determined in a
similar way to the main system, however a new interpolation
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lookup table is generated from the above spreader cumulative
ashing rate information. The times to reach the end of the
standby system's ashing capacity are then simply
interpolated from this table using the cumulative standby
system shift ashing times.
All this information and the shiftable conveyor position
baseline and extendible conveyor lengths plus the main and
standby shiftable conveyor lengths per position is then
simply arranged in an area of the spreadsheet in the correct
order to give the necessary position, length or availability
value at each of the critical time points, to give the
stepped shiftable conveyor baseline angle or extendible
conveyor length graphs.
The standby system's shifting times are dependent on the
main: standby volume split, stacker ashing utilization and
conveyor shifting times, but there is no back verification
that the standby system can in fact shift when its
equivalent tormage capacity it filled, as the main system
may also need to shift at this point. As the main system is
the independent variable here, it will either have to shift
When it reaches the end of its ashing space, or it should
have been stopped sooner to allow the standby system to fill
up the last portion of its area and shift before the main
system needs to shift. This is simulated by simply
al~ocating the main system a lower ashing availability for
that positj0n, to reflect the additional outage time.
This s~ift clash outage time as well a& the maintenance ani
breakdown outage timeo; during ashing could be added into the
Dump Growth t<lodelas a time outage parameter in days, rather
calculating the average main system availability during
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ashing. This would be done by adding these outage times to
the time to fill the main system's equivalent tonnage
capacity for a shift and dividing the time to place the
equivalent tonnage capacity at 100 percent ashing rate, by
this total time taken from the start to the actual end of
main system ashing.
To facilitate the identification of these shift clash
situations, two vertical lines Were drawn down from the main
system conveyor shift start and end times which can easily
show the relationship bet.ween the main system and standby
system's conveyor shift's start and end times. The standby
system shift time was plotted on the standby system ash
production graph as a separate line, having only markers at
the shift start and end times, with the standby system
ashing rate having no marxexa. The shift position numbers
for the main and standby systems were added into the new
growth plan by using the data point labels of the shifting
line series I every f.ive positions. This allows the exact
shift positions clashing to eCl.silybe identified and
individually modified in the DUmp Growth Model or possibly
even the Geometric Model.
A summary of the Dump Growth Model calculation sequence
follows: (see Figures H3-H4 & B13-B14, the User Manual in
Appendix G and the Nomenclature, for more detailed
explanation of the variable names)
Main System Growth: (See the circled numbers next to the
column header variable names and audit linkage az-rows on
Figure H3. These variable numbers are given here in braces
{}, the variable name in brackets () and the units of the
variable in square brackets [])
{1} Input (Stacker Ash Start Date) (Date]
{2} Input frcm Main pos-Tonnage Geometric Model output
(StShTO) [Tons/shift]
Input (StAUt%) [%]
{2}/ {3} * 100 (Jl.ToDurstShA) [Tons]
a at Start, {s}, = {10}i_l (CATo@stAS) [Cumulative
LKUPCAT - Linear interpolation procedure to determine
cumulative time from start in years as a function of
cumulative ash tonnage produced.
LKUPCAV - Linear interpolation procedure to determine
cumulative ash tonnage produced as a function of cumulative
time from start in days.
{3}
{4}
{5}
tons]
{6}
{7}
{H}
{9} =
{10}
[a i }
{12}
{13} ;:
{14}
{J.s}
{16}
{5} + {4} (CATo@StAE) (cumulative tons]
LKUPCAT{6} * 365 (Ti@StAE) [days from start]
Input (StShDur) [days]
{7} + {B} (Ti@StShE) [days from start]
LKUPCAV{9} (CATo@StShE) Ccumcllative tons]
{1} + {7} (Stacker shift start) [date]
a at Start, {12}r = {9}i_l (Ti@StAS) [days front start]
{1} + {12} (stacker Ash Start) [date]
{3} * ({7} - (12}) / ({9} - (J.2}) (AvStA&ShUt%) [%]
{6} - {5} ~ {2} (SpAToDurStA) [Tons/shift]
flO} - {6} (SpAToDurStSh) [Tons/shift]
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ow
Standby System Growth: (See the circled numbers next to the
column header variable names and audit linkage arrows on
Figure H4. These variable numbers are given here in braces
{}, the variable name in brackets () and the units of the
variable in square brackets [])
{l} Input (Stacker Ash Start D.ate) [Date]
{2} {l} (Spreader Ash Start Date) [Pate]
{3} Input from Standby Pos-Tonnage Geometric Model output
(SpShTo) [Tons/shift]
{4}i = {3}i + {4}i-l (S~j':'Ton)[Cumulative tons]
{5) I.,KUPSPT{4} * 365 (Ti@SpAE) [days from star::-.]
{5} Input (SpShDur) [days]
{7} {5} + {5} (Ti@SpShE) [days from start]
{a} 0 at Start, {ali = {7h-l (Ti@Sp)l,S) [days from start]
{9} =: {2} + {5} (Spreader Shift Start) [date]
{io} '" {2} + {a} (Spreader Ash Start) [date]
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LKUPSP'l' - Linear interpolation pz'oceduxe to determine
cumulative time from start in years as a function of standby
system cumulative ash torulage rate.
H.2.4 Program Loqic Flowchart
A program logic flow~hart was produced to give an overall
impression of the calculation processing logic to go from
the Ash Production Model and Geometri, Model inputs, to the
new growth plan. (See Figure H5)
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Growth Plan,
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APPENDIX I VISUAL BASIC USER FUNC'I'IONS
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Ma (y2 - yl) / (x2 - xt )
Ca yl - Ma * xl
Mb (y4 - y3) / (x:4- x3)
Cb y3 - Mb * x3
xi (Cb - Cal / (Ma - ML)
yi Ca + Ma * xi
XIn = xi
Function XIn(xl, yl, x2, y2, x3, y3, x4, y4)
'Function XIn calculates the X-coordinate of the
'intersection point of two lines
If xl = x2 And x3 <> x4 Then
xi xl
Mb (y4 - y3) / (x4 - x3)
Cb y3 - Mb * x3
Yi ~ Cb + Mb * xi
Xln '"'Xi
FlseIf x3 x4 And xl <> x2 Then
xi x3
Ma (y2 - yl) / (x2 - xl)
Ca yl - Ma * xl
yi Ca + Ma * Ai
XIn = xi
Else
End If
End Function
,****.***************_.********************************- ***
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Ma (y2 - yl) / (x2 - xl)
Ca yl - Ma * xl
tv1.b (y4 - y3) / (x4 - x3)
Cb y3 - Mb * :x:3
xi (Cb - Cal / (Ma - Mb)
Y'i= Ca + Ma * Xi
Yln = Yi
Function YIn(xl, yl, x2, y2, x3, y3, x4, y4:
'Function YIn calculates the X-coordinate of the
'intersection point of two lines
H xl = x2 And x3 <> x4 Then
xi xl
Mb (y4 - y3) / (x4 - x3)
Cb y3 - Mb * :x:3
Yi Cb + Mb * xi
YIn = Yi
Elself x3 x4 And xl <> x2 Then
xi x3
Ma (y2 ~ yl) / (x2 - xl)
Ca yl - Ma * xl
Yi Ca + Ma * xi
YIn = Yi
Else
End If
End Function
'***************************************************~*******
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Area -= Abs (((xl * y2) + (x2 * y3) + (....:3* yl) ~ (x2 *
yl) - (x3 * y2) - (xl * y3)) ! 2)
Function Lng (xl, yl, x2, y2)
'Function Lng calculates the length of the line
'between two points
l.Jng ((y2-yl) "2+ (x2-xl) "2) AO.5
End Function
'***********************************************************
Function Area(xl, yl, x2, y2, x3, y3)
'Function Area calculates the area of a triangle
'given three points
End Funr:tion
'************************X*********************k************
Function _~rea4(xl, yl, x2, yz , x3 I y3, x4, y4)
'Function Area4 calculates the area of a four sided figure
'given the four vertice points
Area4 ~ Abs(((xl * y2) + (x2 * y3) + (x3 * y4) + (x4 *
yl) - (x2 * yl) ~ (x3 * y2) - (x4 * y3) - (xl *
Y4» / 2)
End Function
'***********************************************************
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Func~ion Pdl(xl, yl, x2, y2, x3, y3)
'Function Pdl calculates the perpendicular distance between
a point and a line
'using the point slope form of the straight line equation
and that the slope of a perpendic~lar line is
'equal to the negative reciprocal of the other line. (m2
~1 / ml) The first two points define the "~.ne.
'The length is found by finding another point on the
perpendicular line and finding the inte~.~ction between
'the lines using Xln and YIn and using Lng to find the
length.
ml (y2 ~ yl) / (x2 ~ xa )
m2 ~l / ml
y4 0
x4 x3 ~ y3 / m2
xS Xln(xl, ya., xz , yz , xs , y3, x4, y4)
ys Yln(xl, yl, X2, y2, x3, y3, x4, y4)
Pdl = Lng(x3, y3, xS, yS)
End Function
,***********************************************
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